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This is one of those weeks when
an editor has a hard time filling up a
front page with real "front-page" news.
There just isn't much going on to cre-
ate a headline.
In a way, we can all give thanks
. . . there have been many instances
when the after-the-Fourth issue was
full of tragedy in the form of local
fatal highway accidents, drownings
and the like. I will never forget that
one gruesome July 3 night when I fol
lowed three ambulances and two
wreckers up to the "Y" on US 51 to
find four injured and three dead atop
the bridge.
So, although I waited at home
with car and camera to cover whatever
would happen, nothing happened,
thankfully. I was able to give the up-
coming crop of tomatoes a good clean-
ing, the bumper crop of plums a little
attention, the arbor of grapes, sagging
under a record crop, a little bolstering,
and even got the tractor out for a little
yard mowing.
Our congratulations to Clinton .
not only getting the third natural gas-
line in a major North-South distribu-
tion system, but now announced as an
online point and important pipeline
station for a new major crude oil line
to be built from Louisiana through
Clinton up to Patoka, Illinois. Clinton
has been chosen as one of four stations
an the 630-mile "Capline", owned by
eight Oil companies, costing over $100
million dollars and, when finished, to
be capable of delivering a million bar-
rels of oil daily from the gulf to the
midwest. Construction is scheduled to
begin this fall.
In a way, it will be a relief to get
this fellow "Ky" out of the limelight
in South Viet Nam for a while; for the
last couple of years we have done a
double-take every time we saw the
name in a headline, seeing as how we
live in Kentucky. If they get a "Mo" or
a "Tenn" over there, you folks in Mis-
souri or Tennessee will realize what I
mean.
One afternoon a couple of weeks
ago I had just emerged from a local
restaurant, gotten in my car. As I
reached for a cigarette I heard a migh-
ty crash behind me. Turning around
quickly, and thinking that someone
had backed into somebody, I beheld
only a solitary car, Illinois license, a
man in the passenger seat, and a VERY
disgruntled wife striding haughtily to-
ward the restaurant entrance. I turned
my head back and watched the rest of
the drama through my rear-view mir-
ror.
He jerked open his door, also slam-
med it with a crash, and just stood
there, obviously just as furious. The
atmosphere became charged with un-
spoken electricity.
Halfway to the restaurant door
she looked around, saw he wasn't com-
ing, stalked back to the car, got in,
slammed the door and sat.
He began walking away. Then he
changed course, headed for the restau-
rant door. She started up the car,
drove out of the lot, up to the corner,
and back again while he waited at the
door. When she again parked the car,
he walked over to her window and
both began heated gestures with arms
and heads. After a few minutes of this,
she got out of the car and both walked
with reasonable decorum to the front
door and in.
I don't know what was bugging
them on their trip, but I sure hoped
that a good meal would quiet them
down. I lit the cigarette and left, and
they never knew that they had a wit-
ness to their little spat. Well-dressed,
they looked to be in their late twenties.
. Don't know what species of fruit
trees they are, but the three trees ad-
joining the bandstand on Lake Street,
all loaded with clusters appearing to
be cherries, need some expert atten-
tion, and quickly. The leaves are dry-
ing up and falling off, despite our
abundant rains. Is there such a thing
as "Keep Lake Street Green" commit-
tee to see after these things?
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY RAPERS
The News has won awards for
excellence every year it has been
submitted in Judging contests. THE NEWS
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District Farmers Getting
$22 Million From Exports
Representative Frank A. Stubble-
field (D-Ky.) announced that, based on
data compiled by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, the farmers of Ken-
tucky's 1st Congressional District re-
ceived $22 million in income from agri-
cultural exports during fiscal 1965/66.
Feed grains accounted for $5.6 million
of the First District's exports; soybeans
accounted for $4.8 million, and tobacco
for $4.1 million. Other leading exports
of the First District were wheat, dairy
products, animal products, cotton,
fruit, and vegetables.
American farmers' total agricul-
tural exports in fiscal 1965-66 were
valued at a record of $6.7 billion. Act-
ually, the world export market took an
output of 78 million harvested U. S.
acres-1 acre out of every 4 harvested.
Mr. Stubblefield added, "Agricultural
exports make up 1/4 of all U. S. ex-
ports. U. S. farmers have become the
world's biggest exporters—they sup-
ply more than 1/5 of the world's total."
The impact of this vast agricultur-
al export movement is felt throughout
America. The Kentucky Congressman
gave as an example of the national im-
pact the hundreds of thousands of ur-
ban wage and salary earners who
make their living in U. S. industries
engaged in marketing, transporting,
financing, and storing farm products
for export. "Moreover, since U. S. farm
exports are currently 50`,; greater
than farm imports, they contribute
substantially to the national balance of
payments," said Congressman Stubble-
field, a member of the House Commit-
tee on Agriculture.
JOB CORPS RECRUITS
Eight young Hickman County men
were enrolled in the Job Corps last
week. Another recruiting drive will be
held in the County July 10, 11 and 12.
HOME ON LEAVE
Lt. Glenn Fuller, recently com-
missioned in the USAF at San An-
tonio, is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James Fuller in South Fulton. He
will proceed thereafter to Altus AFB,
Oklahoma for duty.
SOUTH FULTON REVIVAL
The Rev. Mallard Little of Ala-
bama will conduct a revival at the As-
sembly of God Church in South Fulton
beginning next Monday evening at
7:30. The public is invited.
TO CONFERENCE IN LOUISVILLE: Ron Laird,'ocal manager for Southern Bell Telephone Co., an-
nounced today that his company is sponsoring Miss Cherry' Darby of Clinton, Kentucky, to the Univer-
sity of Louisville's Institute on International Relations. Miss Darby, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J. W.
Darby of Clinton, left Wednesday, July 5, to attend the ten day conference.
Miss Darby is shown above receiving a check from Laird which will cover the cost of her tuition
while she is in Louisville. While there, she will meet with other students to discuss international af-
fairs such as the cold war and U. S. - Russia relations.
Three County Students
Named To UK Dean's List
Three University of Kentucky
students from Fulton County have
been named to deans' lists in two dif-
ferent UK colleges.
Mrs. Joan Fuller Warren daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Fuller, 307
Orchard Drive, Fulton, was honored
by-the UK dean of the College of Edu-
cation. A 1963 graduate of South Ful-
ton High School, she was awarded the
bachelor of arts degree at the Univer-
sity's 100th annual commencement
exercises held recently in Lexington.
Charlotte Ann Foy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Foy, Route 1, Ful-
ton, and Martha Lee DeMyer, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. DeMyer,
214 Fourth Street, Fulton, were honor-
ed by the dean of the UK School of
Home Economics.
Miss DeMyer and Miss Foy also
received bachelor of science degrees
at the University's May commence-
ment.
Stamp Winners Announced In
South Fulton Gas Promotion
Winners of Top Value Stamps in
the Texas Gas promotion in South
Fulton are:
Raymond Clark, merchant divi-
sion, 25,000 stamps; Mrs. Elmer Lili-
ker and Mrs. Marie Wright, 17,500
each; Guy Upton, 10,000; Mrs. Richard
Bodker and Henry Dunn, 5,000 each.
Mental Health Services
Now Provided In Fulton
Dr. Marlow R. Harston, Executive
Director of the Western Kentucky
Community Mental Health Center, ad-
vised that the nine county Regional
Program commenced operations on
July 5, 1967 with comprehensive men-
tal health and mental retardation ser-
vices for the citizens of the counties
(Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Mc-
Cracken, and Marshall) being provided
through centers located in Paducah,
Mayfield, Murray, Benton, and Fulton.
Dr. Harston emphasized that
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Wright Home Flooded By
Vandals During Vacation
An unknown vandal or vandal
evidently bent on nothing but mi
chief, entered the home of Mr. and Mil,
Hendon Wright during the past weelt.
while the Wrights were away on vaca-
tion, stopped up the bathtub, turned on
both faucets and departed.
The resulting flood of water com-
pletely covered the first floor of the
Wright home in Highlands, causing an
estimated $1000 in damage to rugs,
floors and furniture, the News learned
this week. The water is estimated to
have run for several days, and the out-
rage was not discovered until a maid
came to the house on the morning that
the couple was scheduled to return.
Entrance was made by smashing
a glass in the front door. Nothing was
reported taken from the home, nor
could any reason be considered for thf
deed, Mrs. Wright told The News. In
vestigating officers are being called tc,
attempt to locate the offenders.
while services are definitely now avail-
able as of July 5, that until his staff is
completely assembled the services pro-
vided will not be as comprehensive at
the start as they will be when his pro-
fessional group is completed within the
next several months.
The locations of the Mental Health
Centers in the communities are as fol-
lows:
Paducah - 308 Guthrie Building.
Mayfield - 418 East Broadway.
Murray - Calloway Co. General
Hospital.
Benton - Benton Municipal Hos-
pital.
Fulton - Fulton Public Health
Center.
All Centers will provide services
on a regular schedule and appoint
ments may be made by calling the ap-
propriate Center. Clinic hours are pres-
ently scheduled as follows:
Paducah - 9 - 5 on all weekdays.
Mayfield - 9 - 5 on Tuesdays.
Murray - 9 - 5 on Thursdays_
Benton - 9 - 5 on Mondays.
Fulton - 9 - 5 on Fridays.
Finally, Dr. Harston indicated
that the program is Regional in every
sense of the word - and that citizens
may utilize any of the clinics listed
with the objective being to provide
complete mental health services to all
the nine county area.
New Age Of Railroad Service Unfolding Across U.S.A
One of the greatest come-back
stories in economic history is being
written today by America's railroads.
In a just-released booklet entitled
"Railroads Unlimited!" by the Asso-
ciation of American Railroads, the dy-
namic progress of railroading is out-
lined, fact by fact, and excerpts from
the booklet are presented herewith as
a matter of considerable interest in
this railroad community . . . (P. W.)
Anatomy of a Workhorse—
- RAILROADS serve 45,000
U. S. communities over 212,000 miles
of right-of-way—the equivalent of a
separate transcontinental rail route
every 17 miles from the Canadian bor-
der to Mexico and the Gulf.
— THE NATIONAL FREIGHT
CAR FLEET numbers 1.8 million
units—enough to form a solid train
15,000 miles long, spanning the con-
tinent five times.
— THE RAILROADS' FREIGHT
LOAD, 43 per cent of all freight traffic
moving between U. S. cities, amounts
to 750 billion ton-miles annually—
equivalent to moving all the furnish-
ings of America's 57 million house-
holds 12 miles every day.
— RAILROAD PASSENGER
VOLUME, 15 per cent of intercity
travel by commercial carriers, totals
17 billion miles of travel a year—equal
to speeding 15,000 people from New
LNA.
York City to San Francisco every day.
— EMPLOYMENT: Three-quart-
ers of a million people work in the rail-
road industry, drawing $6 billion in
annual wages and fringe benefits.
Average earnings and fringe benefits
now amount to $8,700 a year per em-
ployee.
Fore-Shadows of Future Service —
— The U. S. Census Bureau fore-
sees our population rising from the
present near-200 million to as many as
224 million by 1975 and to over 300
million people by the year 2,000.
— Nearly three-fourths of this
booming population will be clustered
around metropolitan areas by 1975,
with still more concentrating in huge
urban centers thereafter.
— The Federal Power Commis-
sion predicts that demand for electrici-
ty will more than double 1965's re-
quirements by 1980, while the Nation-
al Coal Policy Conference estimates
that 500 million tons of coal will be
needed for electric power generation in
1980—also more than double the '65
consumption.
— 
Summing up these trends, the
President of the United States has stat-
ed that by the year 2000 we must liter-
ally build a second America, embrac-
ing as much additional construction as
in all our past history.
IN TRANSPORTATION TERMS,
these coming demands mean that al-
most unbelieavable loads will have to
be moved across the countryside and
within our cities, and awesome travel
volumes handled.
FOR RAILROADS, these trends
point to a new golden age of service.
For here is the one domestic carrier
that can concentrate mammoth loads
in limited spaces and move people and
goods with-an efficiency and minimal
drain on national resources which will
become ever more vital to all America.
This Is Piggyback—
In piggybacking, rail management
found and developed a highly efficient
way to reach out to "off-line" indus-
tries and use roads to funnel freight
shipments to rail heads for high-speed
volume movement over main lines.
Thus was the local flexibility of truck-
ing combined with the line-haul speed
and economy of railroading to give
door-to-door rail service.
Piggyback traffic is now over five
times the level of ten years ago. Even
so, this form of train-truck team work
now accounts for just 4 per cent of all
rail carloadings and is equivalent to
only about 5 per cent of the freight
volume moving over intercity high-
ways. A vast potential therefore exists
for further growth.
In fact, piggybacking is expected
at least to triple over the next 10 years.
Why? This reason reflecting superior
economy stands out:
It takes 200 tractor-trailer combi-
nations to move as much freight over
a highway as one 100-car piggyback
train can move over a railway.
Because of piggyback service,
nearly 3 million trips by truck-trailers
and containers are now made annually
by train instead of over congested
highways.
(continued on Page EightY
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELiNG
Editors and Publishers
Example Of Pioneer Auburn Family In Establishing
A Living Memorial Could Be An Idea For Others
We read with interest a front-page
story in the News-Democrat (Russell-
ville, Ky.) last week relating that a na-
tive of Auburn, Ky.—a widow now liv-
ing in Bowling Green—had contribut-
ed $20,000 to the Auburn community
for a 15-acre city park.
The gift was made by Mrs. Ben-
jamin Jay Bush, the former Mary Coke
of Auburn, and is being made in mem-
ory of the Coke and McCutchen fam-
ilies, who have lived in Auburn and
have been community leaders there for
many generations.
The part that interested us was
not the fact that the gift was for a
badly-needed city park that is being
happily welcomed by the community,
but in the fact that here are -pioneer
families that have chosen a very wel-
come and practical way to perpetuate
the family names in their community
in a living memorial that will be a vital
part of the community life for genera-
tions to come.
There must be thousands upon
thousands of families of pioneer West
Kentucky and Tennessee stock who
have emigrated to all parts of the na-
tion, who still retain that fond spark
of family pride .for the town of their
ancestry, and who would like to create
some kind of living memorial to the
family name "back home" such as Mrs.
Bush is doing. And there are undoubt-
ably many families right here at home
who are able and willing to do such a
thing, but who probaply have never
thought about it. To all of these, we
mention the Auburn gift both as an ex-
ample and as food for thought.
School scholarships, help with
the clothes bank, an addition of some
form to the library, a park or recrea-
tional area for South Fulton, are but a
few thoughts that skim the surface.
There must be a hundred things, large
and small, that would be useful, wel-
comed, and could be permanently en-
shrined in the community as a living
monument to a family name.
Some Future Flights
May Be By Train
WHILE FEDERAL concern seems
to be directed mainly toward develop-
ment of supersonic transport planes
and construction of bigger airports,
what happened last week on a 21-mile
stretch of New Jersey railroad could
have equal bearing on future transpor-
tation. There an experimental electric
train sped over the rails at speeds of up
to 156 miles an hour, and all on board
agreed that the ride was quiet, smooth
and comfortable.
The same can seldom be said of the
airlines that pushed the railroads al-
most out of the passenger business,
and in the process painted themselves
into a corner. Overcrowding of airports
and airways, stacking, baggage waits
and distances from planes to destina-
tions worry transport planners as well
as travellers. And many of them are
coming to the conclusion that part of
the answer may lie in other forms of
inter-city transportation, specifically,
improved trains.
For a Fraction of the Cost
Given a fraction of the money
spent on aircraft development, there is
no reason why transport researchers
shouldn't produce an inter-urban train
system that could assume much of the
passenger load and offer better ser-
vice at competitive speeds. Sub-surface
trains, possibly travelling through
pneumatic tubes, are already in the
advance-design stage. Their designers
think they can be made practical and
profitable. If so, they could relieve
much of the air and highway conges-
tion along the heavily-metropolitan
East Coast, and move thousands of
passengers hourly between city cent-
ers.
The electric train that ran over
Pennsylvania Railroad tracks last
week between Trenton and New
Brunswick was, obviously, only a dis-
tant forerunner of such trains. Even
so, Transportation Department offici-
als believe it can be in operation be-
tween Washington and New York by
1970, averaging 150 miles an hour and
offering a trip in less than three hours.
Considering time spent travelling to
and from the airport, walking through
endless terminal concourses and wait-
ing to take off and 14,0, the train time
might well be less than the average
time required to fly.
It would be ironic if the train should
make a comeback on the basis of speed
and service, the very factors that led
to its near-demise as a passenger haul-
er. But common sense and the growth
of cities point in this direction.
(—Courier-Journal, Louisville)
ONE-THIRD IS EXEMPT
The California Taxpayers' Asso-
ciation News says: "California is not
the only place with a major tax prob-
lem created by erosion of the tax base
through exemptions. New York City,
which is not only the largest city but
the one with the greatest fiscal prob-
lems, recently found a third of its real
estate is tax exempt. For New York
City this meant of $47.4 billion in real
estate, $16 billion was not subject to
tax because it was owned by religious,
charitable, nonprofit or other tax ex-
empt institutions."
THE GRASS IS GREENER -.
"Golf Tours International" has
been designed for Pan American
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World Airways in the interest of
American golfers who are discovering
that the grass is greener, regardless of
season, in faraway places. More and
more linksmen, who seldom strayed
from their local country club, are
heading overseas to tee off from the
hills of Killarney and the shores of the
South China Sea.
GROWING INTEREST
The National Oceanography Asso-
ciation in Washington, D. C., this past
month, issued its first Oceanography
Curricula, a listing of more than 50
universities that give courses and de-
grees in oceanographic subjects. This
is an indication of the growing import-
ance of oceanography on the campus as
well as in industry.
FINALLY MADE IT
Postmaster General Lawrence O'-
Brien is getting results. A postcard
mailed 18 years ago has finally reach-
ed its Balitmore, Md., address. The
postcard, mailed September 16, 1948,
in Emmetsburg, Iowa, was delivered
recently to Mrs. Walter B. Henderson
of Baltimore. Explanation from the lo-
cal mailman: "It might have been left
in an old mailbag and just got thrown
in the back for a long time."
"we=
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WATCH YOURSELF GO BY
Just stand aside and watch yourself go by;
Think of yourself as "he" instead of "I".
Note, closely as in other men you note,
The bag-kneed trousers and the seedy coat.
Pick flaws; find fault; forget the man is you
And strive to make your estimate ring true.
Confront yourself and look you in the eye -
Just stand aside and watch yourself go by.
Interpret all your motives just as though
You looked on one whose aims you did not know.
Let undisguised contempt surge through you when
You see you shirk, 0 commonest of men!
Despise your cowardice; condemn whate'er
You note of falseness in you anywhere.
Defend not one defect that shames your eye -
Just stand aside and watch yourself go by.
And then, with eyes unveiled to what you loathe,
To sins that with sireet charity you'd clothe,
Back to your self-walled tenement you'll go
With tolerance for all who dwell below.
The faults of others then will dwarf and shrink,
Love's chain grow stronger by one mighty link,
When you, with "he" as substitute for "I",
Have stood aside and watched yourself go by.
— Strickland Gillilan
The Parson
Speaks
(October 3, 1887) -
Dear Auntie,
The rain makes even my great
attic seem cozy and snug. Today I
feel cozy and secure, for the rain
is darkening the world and I am
alone with my thoughts.
Christ loved every part of the
world, heing born in a stable of a
woman, walking the dusty paths of
ow earth, talking of the :birds and
flowers, praying in a desert, agon-
izing in an orchard and dying on a
hill. And rain, too, he loved. He
iced it once to compare it to His
divine grace. Like rain it is sent to
the earth to bring life and then it
rust return to Him. Rain waters
the earth and gives the thirsty
plants strength and then returns to
tl‘e rivers and streams to be again
g.ithered by the sun. Christ brought
life that must course through the
history of man and gives life before
it returns fruitful in glory.
"The waters I will give you will
spring up to life everlasting . he
who drinks of it will not thirst
a-gain." Water and life were closely
associated by Christ as they were
by all people who lived in a semi-
desert country. Where there is the
oasis of water, there is life. That
is why the choice of water in bap-
tism continues to signify the life
into which we are born by it. In it
(Continued on Page Seven)
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By Brenda
This week we received a ship-
ment of new books from the De-
partment of Libraries in Frankfort.
Come by the library and examine
and check out several of these love-
ly new books to enjoy reading.
A HISTOdi OF AMERICAN
ACTING. This volume offers the
theatre lover, as well as the drama
student, a thorough treatment of a
largely neglected area of American
theatre history. The author presents
a detailed analysis of the careers
and acting styles of outstanding
performers from the colonial per-
iod to the twentieth century, using
contemporary comment to show
how these actors appeared to the
critics of their day. This book not
only offers guidance and instruc-
tion, but also enjoyment and de-
light. The magic of the theatre is
never-failing, and the fascination
of studying that rare variety of hu-
man personality, the actor, is inex-
haustible. Beyond enjoyment and
COTIltEr
Rowlett
delight there is another emotion:
pride. The history of the stage is
rich and colorful; the achievement
of the native performers is notable;
the theories, discoveries, and wis-
dom of American artists of the
theatre have enriched the store-
house of world theatre and have
touched the minds and hearts of
men everywhere. A study of the
history of American acting can give
us pride in our past as well as
hope and guidance for the future.
GUIDE TO SUCCP&SFUL HOME-
MAKING by Good Housekeeping.
Here is a gilt-edged investment,
guaranteed to pay dividends for
years to come. Now newly revised,
this complete, comprehensive, up-
to-the-minute guide to efficient
homemaking will be as valuable
to the housewife (and her family)
as years of study in the painful
and expensive school of experi-
ence. Practically all the material
for this book comes from the pages
of GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, the
magazine that more than eleven
million readers live by each month.
Generations of homemakers have
found guidance in the pages of
Good Housekeeping magazine. They
will find an encyclopedic wealth of
useful information in this book,
presented with the same authority
and know-how. GOOD HOUSE-
KEEPING'S GUIDE TO SUCCESS-
FUL HOMEMAKING is a book to
buy for oneself, to give to a bride,
to give at Christmas, on Mother's
Day, or any day of the year.
HOW TO RUN A SMALL BUSI-
NESS by J. K. Lasser. This prac-
tical guide is designed for the small
businessman—whether he operates
a retail store, small plant, or of-
fice—who finds that successful
management requires a working
knowledge of financing, taxes, ac-
counting, insurance, office man-
agement, promotion, and other
specialized business activities.
Containing a wealth of varied,
clear-cut pointers, rules, and meth-
ods on how to start a business and
keep A going and growing—profit-
ably—the book abounds with big-
business fundamentals especially
adopted for small business. The
treatment is concise. Check lists
are numerous. Specific do's and
don't's are pointed up. In every
way the book is planned and written
to give you useful information
quickly and clearly. The book has
been revised and enlarged by the
J. K. Lasser Tax Institute to bring
it completely up to date and make
it easier to use.
THE NORMAL WOMAN by
Madeline Gray. Madeline Gray be-
lieves, all skeptics to the contrary,
that 93 per cent of women are
normal, and sets out to prove it in
the challenging and absorbing book
based on years of research. Her
purpose is not only to inform but to
reassure, to explain the mysterious
changes, the physical aches and
pains, the emotional ups and downs
that come and go through every
woman's life. This is a book for all
ages and all seasons. A book to
bless Women by helping them un-
derstand themselves better, and
bless men too by helping them to
a deeper comprehension of that
"eternal feminine" which has con-
founded them since time began. A
book to answer the question, "The
normal woman—is there such a
thing?-
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock-;.
July 11, 1947
Something new has been added to Lake Street to
further brighten that thoroughfare's appearance; it is
the new sign on Baldridge's Store. In handsome gold
letters on a red background are the words, "Baldridge's
Five and Ten Cent Store, $1.00 and up."
The following students from Fulton County are en-
rolled at University of Kentucky's summer school: Ed-
mond Cook, Felix G-ossum, Jr., James Green, Jennings
Kearby, Wm. McAlister, Charles Mullins, Wm. Mullins,
James Powers, all of Fulton; Arval Hurt, Clare Mabery,
Thomas Prather ,all of Hickman; Robert Nugent, Ronald
Nugent, both of Crutchfield.
At the last meeting of the Fulton City Council it
was revealed that 100 parking meters will be installed.
The council will accept sealed bids on meters at a spec-
ial meeting on July 21.
The Lion's Club is announcing that the drive for
$3500 to install lights and erect a fence at the Memorial
Stadium on West State Line is still short approximately
$1000 and that contributions will be sought until the
goal is secured.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Haman announce the engegement
of their daughter, Rosetta, to James Kraker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. M. J. Kraker of Drurnright, Okla. The wedding
will take place in September.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Rooney announce the marriage
of their daughter, Mary Ann, to R. B. Willingham,
which was quietly solemnized June 17 in Evansville,
Ind. The couple will make their home in Evansville,
where he is employed as manager of the Greyhound Bus
station.
A group of friends met at the Country Club Monday
night for a picnic complimenting Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Joyner and children, Joan and Jerry of Macon, Ga. A
delicious picnic supper was served to: Mr. and Mrs.
Joyner and children; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Exum; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Burrow; Mr. and Mrs. John Daniels
and son, David; Mr. and Mrs. George Moore; Mr. and
Mrs. William McDade; Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rice; Mr.
and Mrs. Grady Varden and son, Gaylon; Mrs. Lester
Newton; Mrs. Louise Houston; Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Luther; Mr. and Milton Exum and son Milton Owen;
Miss Martha Taylor; Ann Linton and Peggy Owen.
Mrs. Harry Murphy was the gracious hostess to a
luncheon at the Coffee Shop, complimenting members
of the Magazine Club. A delectable meal was served to
seven members and one guest. Following the luncheon,
a business meeting was held in the home of Mrs. J. D.
White on Eddings Street.
A wedding of simplicity and beauty was that of
Miss Betty Jean Reams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleat-
us Reams of Martin, and J. C. Grubb, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Grubb of Fulton. The double ring ceremony
was solemnized on Sunday, June 29, in the home of the
bride's parents. Rev. Thomas Smithmier of New Hope
Baptist Church officiated. They will make their home in
Kankakee, Ill., where the groom is employed.
Mrs. J. H. Edwards entertained the members of her
rook club Monday afternoon at her home in Water Val-
ley. Mrs. Fred Sawyer received high score prize and
Mrs. Elvis Myrick travel prize.
Dukedom: Whitesell Bowden bought his restaurant
back last week and has remodeled and is now open for
business.
Latham: News of the marriage in Chicago of Mr.
Bud Smith and Miss Hyacinth Prince last Saturday
came as a surprise to their many friends. Both are from
this community and were in Chicago working. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Smith of Chi-
cago and the bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Har-
vey Prince of this community.
Palestine: A picnic on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs. C.
B. Caldwell on the Fourth of July was enjoyed by: Mr.
and Mrs. Aubry Emerson and family; Mr. and Mrs.
Ormand Caldwell and Mr. and Mrs. Gus Moffitt from
Sedalia, Ky.; Agnes Motheral of Detroit; Juanita Moth-
eral of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell and Mrs.
Emma Grissom of Pilot Oak, and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Houston of Fulton.
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on Planning Your First Job? From Classroom To Office Is Adventure Page 3State Parks
Adds Services
For Vacationers
The Fulton News, Thursday, July 6, 1967
If you're planning to begin your
first full-time job upon graduation
this June, you may be a little
frightened at the prospect.
Don't be.
The change from classroom to of-
fice will be an adventure. You'll
enjoy more ,money and more inde-
pendence than you've ever had be-
fore. And you'll have more respon-
sibilities.
A good appearance and co-opera-
tive attitude will go a long way in
smoothing your adjustment to the
business world. To help you make
the change, here are some sugges-
tions from Aetna Life di Casualty,
which employs over 15,000 women
nationally:
MAKE-UP: Avoid heavy make-
up, especially on your eyes. Use a
light touch to achieve a natural
look.
HAIR: Wear it long or short, up
or down, whichever way pleases
you and compliments your face,
but always have it shining clean
and neat.
POSTURE: Stand tall. Slouching
does nothing for the, fit of your
clothes, your appearance, or the
"way you feel. And, you won't tire
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thursday, Friday - July 6-7
Double Feature
Starts At Dusk
Tom Jones
and
Jack lemmon, Shirley Macl,aine
Irma La Douce
Saturday, July 8th.
THREE SHOWS
Starts at Dusk
rhe Appaloosa
and
Nigel Green
Let's Kill Uncle
also
Munster Go Home
Sunday - Monday, July 9-10
Double Feature
Starts at DUI*
James Stewart. Ernest Borgine
The Flight Of The Phoenix
and
Out Of Sight
Tuesday, Wednesday, July 11-12
Double Feature
Starts at Dusk
Lana Turner, John Forsythe
Madam X
and
Paul Newman, Julie Andrews
Torn Curtain
POISED FOR WORK—Above, pleasant, courteous manner, appropriate
attire, and proper posture win admiration of this stenographer's boss.
Right, Aetna Life 8. Casualty employees model variety of outfits suit-
able for office. Girls' hair is neat and attractive, make-up natural look-
ing. Simplicity is the keynote.
as easily if you sit with your back
straight and feet on the floor while
typing.
CLOTHES: Your business ward-
robe need not be expensive. Many
of the clothes you already own will
adapt nicely to office wear. Simple
dresses, of course, are always ap-
propriate. And you can utilize
many of your skirts if you wear
them with attractive blouses or
dress sweaters. Save the button-
down collars and shetlands for
casual wear. Leave your mini's at
home. They don't adapt very well
to sitting at a typewriter or bending
over files. Hemlines should fall
anywhere from the bottom of your
knees to an inch above them, de-
pending on your preference.
SHOES: While either high or low
heels are acceptable, you'll probab-
ly find the new lower heel styles
most comfortable. Loafers and san-
dals are out.
HOSE: A must in the of:ice, win:
ter or summer. But keep them bus-
inesslike. Fishnet or textured
stockings are "kicky" for fun times
but not for work. Naturally, tights
and knee socks are taboo.
JEWELRY: Keep it simple.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
BRIDGE REPAIR
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
Separate sealed bids for Bridge Repair, South
Fulton, Tennessee will be received by the Mayor
and Board of Councilmen at the office of the South
Fulton City Manager, City Hall, South Fulton, Ten-
nessee, until 7 P. M. o'clock CDT, July 11, 1967 and
then at said office publically opened and read aloud.
The Information for Bidders, Form of Bid,
Form of Contract, Plans, Specifications, and other
contract documents may be examined at the fol-
lowing:
Office of City Manager, City Hall, South Ful-
ton, Tennessee.
Copies may be obtained at the office of
NICHOLS ENGINEERING COMPANY Box 628,
Union City, Tennessee, upon payment of $20.00 per
set. Any unsuccessful bidder, or any non-bidder,
upon returning such set promptly and in good con-
dition, will be refunded $10.00.
The Owner reserves the right to waive any in-
formalities or to reject any or all bids.
Each bidder must deposit with his bid, security
in the amount of five per cent (5%) of his bid.
No bidder may withdraw his, bid within 30 days
after the actual date of the opening thereof.
Plan closing date is 72 hours prior to bid day.
DATE: June 29, 1967
S/Henry Dunn, City Mgr.
Dangling earrings and jangling
bracelets are not only inappropriate
in the office but present a safety
hazard. They can get caught on
typewriters and file drinvers.
HANDS: Keep them well groom-
ed at all times. They are in the
spotlight when you perform office
duties. Nails should be of medium
length and evenly tapered. Long
nails have a habit of breaking
when you type or, worse yet, get-
ting in the way. A coat of clear or
light polish will make your nails
more attractive and give them ad-
ded strength to help prevent peel-
ing and splitting.
VOICE: Keep your -voice con-
trolled and distinct, especially in
telephone conversations.
PERSONALITY. Be friendly.
You'll find that your co-workers
will respond favorably. And re-
member that your boss deserves
respect and consideration.
OFFICE ETIQUETTE: You will
want to be more formal at work
than you would be at home. Re-
member that any rule of etiquette
is based on one simple concept—
making those around you feel com-
fortable in your presence. If you
are polite and courteous, you will
quickly feel "at home" in your
new job.
Glasgow Is Hub
Rich in Kentucky history, Glas-
gow is the hub of the 11-county
Central Kentucky Cave Area. The
city is the northern gateway to Bar-
ren River Reservoir State Park and
the southern gateway to Mammoth
Cave National Park.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT—
Kentucky has run up another big
score in its drive for new industry.
A recent announcement that
the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company will build a new, $30 mil-
lion manufacturing plant at Bow-
ling Green is a tribute to all who
had a hand in bringing it about.
It is additional evidence that
Kentucky has the sites and related
attractions it takes to interest the
nation's industrial giants in what
it has to sell and, besides, the peo-
ple and the teamwork to do the
selling.
Only two months ago, I was
privileged to participate in a simi-
lar announcement, one that the
Southwire Company of Carrollton,
Ga., would build a $90 million, 600-
employee aluminum reduction
plant on the Ohio River between
Hawesville and Lewisport.
The Firestone facility at Bowling
Green will be operated by the
Firestone Textiles Company, a di-
vision of Firestone Tire and Rub-
ber that produces a fabric used in
the manufacture of tires. It will be
located on a 343-acre farm on U. S.
31-W and U. S. 68, near I-65.
Ground for the new plant will be
broken June 5. Plans call for com-
pletion of the building within one
year. Installation of machinery
and equipment will take another
six months. Some 400 persons will
be employed at the start of opera-
tions.
One of the biggest names in
United States industry, Firestone is
a symbol of Kentucky's growth
during the campaign for new in-
dustry waged by this administra-
tion through the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Commerce under the
leadership of Commissioner Kath-
erine Peden.
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First contacts with the company
were made by the commerce de-
partment's branch offices in New
York and Chicago. Miss Peden out-
lined the advantages of locating in
Kentucky at meetings with Fire-
stone officials in Akron, Ohio, and
in Frankfort and Bowling Green.
The plant will be a fine addition
to Bowling Green's diversified
manufacturing coplex and will
improve Kentucky's position as a
producer of parts and components
for-the automobile and trucking
industry.
It is especially gran:tying to
know, also, that Firestone's de-
cision to locate there was influenc-
ed in part by the growth of West-
ern Kentucky University, and the
emphasis it puts on chemical
engineering, an area of technical
education of pointed interest to the
company.
Among those on the Kentucky
"team" as sources of information
and assistance in obtaining Fire-
stone were:
The State Departments of High-
ways and Health, Southern Ken-
tucky Industrial Development As-
sociation, Texas Gas Transmission
Corporation, Western Kentucky
Gas Company, the L. Si N. Rail-
road, Tennessee Valley Authority
and the Warren County Rural Elec-
tric Co-operative Corporation.
Another achievement for Ken-
tucky is the unanimous decision by
the executive committee of the
Council of State Governments to
move headquarters of the Council
from Chicago to a Kentucky-sup-
plied site and building in the
Spindletop area in Fayette County.
The Council provides staff ser-
vices for the National Governors'
Conference and the various region-
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Additional picnicking facilities
and more comfort for guests at-
tending outdoor dramas at Ken-
tucky State Parks . . . that's the
word from State Parks Commis-
sioner Edward V. Fox.
Fox said that 1,500 new picnic
tables will be available for use at
the State's 34 parks and shrines
within the next few weeks. Addi-
tionally, the bulk of 3,000 soft, new
chair-covers will be fitted to seats
State Park amphitheaters.
Each new picnic table is built of
high-grade lumber, is stained
brown and can accommodate as
many as eight persons on plank
bench seats which are attached.
The new amphitheater Chair
coverings are made of a waterproof
"duck" material and each will
cover both the seat and back of in-
dividual chairs.
Both items--picnic tables and
chair coverings—are the products
of prisoner labor at Kentucky State
Penitentiary near Eddyville. The
tables were built in the new wood-
working shop and the chair cover-
ings were manufactured in the pri-
son's clothing factory by inmates
as part of a "lean and earn" voce-
tional-rehabilitation program, and
purchased on a contract basis, Fox
stated.
A few picnic tables will replace
some which are "nearly worn-out
and cannot be repaired," be said.
However, most of the new tables
will be added to the thousandis of
picnic tables already in use in park
picnic areas.
al governors' conference, the Na-
tional Legislative Conference, the
Conference of Chief Justices, the
National Association of Attorneys
General, the National Association
of State Budget Officers and the
National Association of State Pur-
chasing Officials.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
July 5:
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lizzie Murphy, Mrs. Hardy
Sanders, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Pres-
ley Campbell, Mrs. Fronie Giffin,
N. G. Cooke, Miss Inez Binford,
Fulton; Adrian Ray, Mrs. Lula
Sellars, Mrs. Jewell Adams, Dave
Winfrey, South Fulton; Mrs. Nancy
Wade, Mrs. Linda Hancock, Rout
1, Fulton; Homer Wood, E. M
Coffman, Loney Anderson, Luthe
Weaver, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Alt
Perry, Mrs. Mary Lecklitnet
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Lena Colley,
Seldon Parker, Dukedom; Mrs.
Carol Walker, Dukedom, Route 2;
Mrs. Charles Bowen, Route 4,
Dukedom; Mrs. Norah Oliver,
Route 2, Wingo; J. S. Mullins, Win-
go Route; Mrs. Shirley Johnson,
Mrs. Artie Wray, Route 1, Crutch-
field; Billy Joe Hopkins, Mrs.
Radie Carter, Clinton; Mrs. Lo-
rene Thomas, Ewing Wilson, J. B.
Byrn, Water Valley; Miss Eunice
McAlister, Route 1, Water Valley;
Patricia Pratt, St. Louis; Ricky
Pressen, East St. Louis, Ill.; Mrs.
Mary Sue Pollock and baby, May-
field; Mrs. Nelda Barber, Jackson,
Tenn.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Sara Hudson, Jewell Watts,
Mrs. 'Etta Mai Tyson, Mrs. Ella
May Hart Mitchell, Billy Joe Rey-
nolds, little Dicky Shell, Malcolm
Ryan, Miss Roberta Brown, Randy
Wade, Mrs. Roy Morrow and baby,
Mrs. Mary Roper, Ronald Mea-
dows, Fulton; Sheila Moore, Paul
Wade, South Fulton; Donald Rice,
Tommie Garrison, Dr. J. D. Rich-
ardson, Hickman; Elizabeth Green,
Route 3, Martin; Mrs Don Nall,
Clinton, George Cunningham, Duke-
dom.
POET'S BROTHER
George Keats, brother of the
famous English poet John Keats,
came to Louisville in 1821 and en-
tered the lumber business.
"NOTICE—
MEMBERS OF WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The annual meeting of the members will be
held at the office of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, Murray, Kentucky,
Wednesday, July 12, 1967, at 11 o'clock a. m. for the
purpose of hearing the President's report, and a
general discussion of the cooperative's affairs.
Mary W. Allbritten
Secretary."
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You've got
the number of
a true bourbon.
TEN HIGH is Hiram Walker Bourbon.
True Bourbon. Great Bourbon. Sip
it slow and easy. Enjoy this exceptional
86 proof straight Bourbon whiskey.
86 PROOF • ID) PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
•
Sarah Ann Dacus, James Michael
Burton Wed Sunday At Pleasant View
Of interest in Western Tennessee,
Western Kentucky and Southern
Illinois, was the wedding of Sarah
Anne Dacus, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Travis Dacus, and
James Michael Burton, of Alton,
The wedding was solemnized
Saturday the tenth of June, in the
Pleasant View Baptist Church,
near Dukedom, Tennessee. The al-
tar of the church was stately with
arrangements of white gladioli
and jade fern. Tall branched can-
delabra held the white tapers.
As the guests assembled, Mrs.
Walter Voelpel, pianist, presented
a program of nuptial music in-
cluding: "Nuptial Song" by Du-
Bois, "0 Promise Me", DeKoven,
"I Love Thee", Grieg, "Believe
Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms", '"Theme from Romeo
and Juliet," Tskaikowski, "0 Per-
fect Love" by Barnby. The tradi-
tional wedding marches were used.
Rev. Ray Fleming of Brownfield,
Illinois was the officiating minister,
using .a very impressive double
ring ceremony.
The radiant young bride was es-
corted by her father, who gave her
in marriage. Her gown was fash-
ioned with bonded crepe and fea-
tured a lovely lace jacket. The
jacket was closed in the back with
satin roses and the long pointed
sleeves were buttoned at the wrist.
She wore a bouffant veil of im-
ported illusion which was attached
to her hair with a lace circlet. She
carried a cascade of white roses
centered with a white orchid. She
ware a lovely strand of pearls, a
gilt of the groom.
Miss Ruth Ann Darnell was the
bride's maid of honor. She wore a
mint green silk linen and carried
a White rose.
Lighting the candles were Tam-
my Holt and Dame Elliott. They
wore identical pink embroidered
dresses and white rose buds.
Edward Knox, of Piedmont, Mis-
souri, cousin of the groom, served
as best man. John Travis Dacus,
brother of the bride, and Lynn
Bowlin were ushers.
Mrs. Dacus, mother of the bride,
chose for her daughter's wedding
a two piece linen of Madonna blue,
-with a matching hat. Her corsage
was of deep pink rosebuds.
Mrs. Donald C. Burton, mother
of the groom, was dressed in a
lovely silk print in shades of yellow
and beige. Her accessories follow-
ed the .same color pattern. Her
,corsage was of yellow roses.
-Mrs. J. E. Knox, grandmother of
the groom, was attired in a lace
print in tones of beige. Her cor-
sage was pink roses.
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained with a
reception at their home. The wed-
ding table was covered with a
handsome cutwork cloth which was
made for the bride by her late
grandmother. 'The three-tiered
cake was topped with a miniature
bride and groom. Other appoint-
ments were in crystal and silver.
Those serving were Mrs. William
Sheffield, Miss Luetta Wheeler, and
Miss Connie Parker. Mrs. Billy
Puckett presided at the register.
Late in the afternoon the young
couple left for their wedding trip.
For travelling the bride chose a
two-piece pink linen with matching
pill box and beige accessories. She
wore the orchid from her bridal
bouquet.
After an extended trip through
the West the couple will be at home
at 308 East First Street, Waterloo,
, -
Out of -town guests attending the
wedding and reception were: Mr.
and Mrr-Doriald C. Burton, Mrs.
Steve Wy/bury of Alton, Illinois;
Mrs. J. E. Knox, Mill Spring, Mo.;
Mrs. Geneva Knox, Edward Knox,
Piedmont, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
W. Randolph, Augusta, Mo.; Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Parker, Misses Con-
nie and Carolyn Parker, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Joe Allen Fleming and
Mrs. Peter Gunn III of Benton,
Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Olive, MI'
and Mrs. Roy Roberts, Mrs. Leora
Byars, Mrs. Ernest Jackson and
Miss Less Jackson all of Mayfield,
Ky.; Mrs. Parke Wheeler and Miss
Luetta Wheeler of Hickman, Ky.;
Miss Ruth Ann Darnell, Neoga,
111.; Mrs. William Sheffield, Dres-
den, Tem.; Mr. and Mrs. Wilmon
Boyd, Mrs. E. E. Pittman, Mrs. T.
E. Murdaugh, Mrs. George Grafton,
Mrs. Hugh Pigue, Mrs. Smith At-
kins, Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, Mrs.
Arch Huddleston, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gregory, Mr. and Mrs.
Mansfield Martin and Mrs. H. C.
Brown all of Fulton, Ky:
REHEARSAL DINNER
Mr. and Mrs. Wdmon Boyd were
hosts to a beautifully planned re-
hearsal dinner honoring their niece.
Miss Sarah Anne Dacus and her
fiance, Mr. James Michael Bur-
ton. The dinner was held at the
Kentucky Room of the Derby. The
tables were attractive with tall
branched candelabra placed at in-
tervals along the long tables. Ar-
rangements of snap dragons and
daises were used with bridal place
cards marking the individual
places. A delicious three course
dinner was served. The featured
delicacy was Kentucky country
ham.
After the dinner, Miss Dacus and
Mr. Burton presented their gifts to
the members of the wedding party.
The guest list included the hono-
rees, Miss Dacus and Mr. Burton,
Miss Ruth Ann Darnell, Edward
Knox, Tammy Holt, Danna
John Travis Dacus, Lynn Bowlin,
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Fleming, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mr. and
Mrs. Travis Dacus, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald C. Burton, Mrs. J. E. Knox,
Mrs. Geneva Knox, Mrs. Steve
NevAsury, Mrs. Forrest Daniell,
Mrs. E. E. Pittman, Mrs. George
Cmfton.
Ribbon Winners
Named In Junior
Area Rallies
The Purchase Area Junior Rally
was held at Ballard Memorial High
School in LaCenter last week.
Those participating from Fulton
County were: James Moore - Rec-
reation - Blue Ribbon; Lucille
Coble - Public Speaking - Red Rib-
bon; Ralph Fitzpatrick - Public
Speaking - Blue Ribbon; and Joyce
Lee - Breadmaking - Blue Ribbon
and Championship. The champions
will participate at the State Fair in
August.
The Purchase Area Junior Rallp
was held in Paducah last week with
all eight counties in the Area par-
ticipating. Those participating from
Fulton County were: William Lee -
Other Engineering - Red Ribbon;
Carol Cardwell - Home Furnishings
- Blue Ribbon and Championship;
Shirley McClellan - Home Manage-
ment - Blue Ribbon; Patricia Hall -
Other Clothing - Red Ribbon; Bev-
erly Cardwell - Other Foods - Red
Ribbon; - Debbie Sowell - Public
Speaking - Blue Ribbon.
Leaders attending were: Mes-
dames Harold McClellan, Percy
Lee and Larry Cardwell. Mrs.
Cardwell judged in the Clothing di-
vision. The champions will par-
ticipate at the Sate Fair in August.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Champion
Miss Gayle Dillon, Ray Champion
Wed Sunday At First Baptist Church
The sanctuary of the First Bap-
tist Church in Fulton, Kentucky
was the setting on Monday, June
12, 1967, at eight o'clock in the eve-
ning for the wedding of Miss Gayle
Dillon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fort Dillon, to Mr. Ray Champion,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Champion of Grafton, Massachus-
setts.
Performing the double ring cere-
mony was the Reverend James
Best, pastor of the church, assisted
by the Reverend Joe Jones of
Trimble, Tenn,
Miss Kay Martin of Memphis,
Tenn., presented a program of
nuptial music as the guests as-
sembled. The traditional Wedding
marches were used for the pro-
cessional and the recessional.
Preceding the ceremony, the
White tapers were lighted by the
ushers, Mr. Joe Dillon, cousin of
the bride, and Mr. James W.
Haynes.
The wedding vows were exchang-
ed before the akar, centered with
an arrangement of a fan-shaped
basket of white g'adioli, with two
baskets of greenery and two brass
spiral candelabras. Family pews
were marked with white satin rib-
bons.
Preceding the bride down the
aisle was the maid of honor, Miss
Carolyn Dillon, sister of the bride,
wearing a floor-length, A-line gown
of silk peau de sole in light blue.
She wore a matching headpiece
with a double circular veil and
carried a cascade bouquet of white
carnations with ,matching blue rib-
bon.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, chose for her wedding
a formal gown of silk peau de soie.
The modified bodice was designed
with a scooped neckline and long
fitted sleeves, terminating in calla
points at the wrists and fastened
with small covered buttons. The
skirt was fashioned with an easy
A-line flare. The chapel-length
train was attached at the bodice.
She wore a triplettiered, elbow-
length veil of silk illusion, accented
with rosebuds trimmed with seed
pearls. Her bouquet was a cascade
design of white carnations centered
with a white orchid. Streamers
Semi-Annual Statement
FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
214 Main Street Phone 472-1061
Fulton, Kentucky
June 30, 1967
—ASSETS—
First Mortgage Loans etc . $3,913,878.78
All other Loans 42,447.50
Investments & Securities 1,070,586.06
Office Bldgs. etc. less Depr 2,012.06
Cash on Hand & in Banks 168,755.48
Deferred Charges and
Other Assets 86,239.59
$5,283,919 49
—LIABILITIES—
Capital
Other Liabilities
Specific Reserves
Accr. Income Tax
Surpluses
$4,953,534.80
29,327.73
242,482.00
$1,101.59
57,473.37
$58,574.96
$5,283,919.49
The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and beflef.
J. E.FALL, JR., Secretary
-Treasurer.
with love knots completed the ar-
rangement
Mr. Bernard Champion served
his son as best man. Mr. Joe Dil-
lon, cousin of the bride, and Mr.
James W. Haynes were ushers.
Mrs. Dillon, mother of the bride,
chose for her daughter's wedding
a light green linen sheath dress
with eyelet embroidery trimming,
with white accessories. Her cor-
sage was white carnations.
Mrs. Champion, mother of the
groom, wore a turquoise sheer
dress with matching accessories,
with a corsage of white carnations.
Following the ceremony, a re-
ception was held by the bride's
parents in Fellowship Hall. Miss
Cathy Champion, sister of the
groom; sat at the register table.
The bride's table was decorated
with crystal candelabra holding
pastel pink tapers and pink flow-
ers, with the bride's bouquet in the
center. The three-tiered wedding
cake, topped with a bride and
groom, was at one end of the table
and the crystal punch bowl and
cups were at the other end.
Mrs. Harold Byrd and Mrs. Joe
Jones presided at the punch bowl
and Miss Kay Martin and Miss
Trecia Pursell served the cake.
For going away, the bride chose
a brown and beige striped dress
with matching accessories. At her
shoulder was the orchid from her
bridal bouquet.
Following the reception, the
couple left for East Weymouth,
Massachussetts, where they will
make their home.
Kits Available
For Medicare
Record Keeping
Medicare beneficiaries who sign-
ed up for medicare insurance pro-
tection can now obtain an informa-
tion kit to help them keep a record
of their doctor bills so they will
know when they reach their yearly
$50 deductible, Charles M. Whit-
aker, Paducah Social Security Dis-
trict Manager, announced today.
The kit includes a record-keeping
folder and two leaflets which ex-
plain the two methods of payment
for medical insurance claims, and
what medical eexpenses count for
the $50 deductible. The folder has
pockets on the inside for holding
doctor bills and space to write in
the date and amount of each bill
so that the beneficiary will know
immediately when he reaches the
$50 each year. After that, the medi-
cal insurance plan pays 80 percent
of the reasonable charges for cov-
ered expenses for the remainder of
the year.
Charles M. Whitaker said that all
new medicare beneficiaries will re-
ceive the kit when they sign up for
medical insurance. Those who al-
ready have medical insurance
coverage should write, telephone,
or visit the social security office to
obtain this free kit. The office is
located at 112 South Tenth Street,
Paducah, Kentucky, Telephone:
443-7321.
Also, people who need help in
completing a medical insurance
claim are urged to get in touch
with the social security office. "We
Itnrev that these claims—especially
the first claim—can be confusing
to people," said Mr. Whitaker,
"and we will be glad to help in
every way possible."
The Paducah office remains open
until 800 p. m. on 'Thursdays to
serve those who cannot call during
regular office hours.
Judith Lucia And
Jimmie Childers
To Wed Sunday
Miss Judith Ann Lucia will be-
come the bride of Jimmie Richard
Childers at 3 p. m., Sunday, at
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. W. W. Kitterznan will of-
ficiate. The organist will be Mrs.
Roy D. Taylor and soloist will be
Annette Bizwell.
The bride-elect has chosen her
sister, Mrs. John Milner as her
only attendant.
Billy Childers, brother of the
groom, will serve as best man.
Ushers will be John H. Milner and
Jerry Thompson.
No invitations have been sent.
All friends and relatives are invited
to attend the wedding.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
July 8: Rebecca McKnight; July
9: Rick Cardwell, Mac MeNatt,
Nicki Bloodworth; July 10: Mrs.
Richard Hargrove; July 11: Mrs.
Leland Adams, Mrs. J. H. Patter-
son, Jr., Johnny Schwerdt; July
12: Debbie Frields, Bradley Tate;
July 13: Randy Adams, Billie Joe
Forrest.
RE VI VAL I
The Revival Meeting will begin
Sunday, July 9, at Pleasant View
Baptist Church, 2 miles south of
Dukedom, and will continue through
Saturday night July 15. Services
will begin at 8 p. m. Rev. Gerald
Stow of the South Fulton Baptist
Church will be the evangelist. Paul
Ray Harrison will conduct the song
service. The pastor, Rev. B. G.
Pruitt and the congregation extend
a cordial invitation to every one to
worship with them during these
services.
BOOKMOBILE CIRCULATION
The State's 110 Bookmobiles cir-
culate about five million books a
year in Kentucky, according to the
Department of Libraries.
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Suzanne Freeman Becomes Bride Of
William Leneave HI At Martin
In a setting of banked greenery
and glowing white tapers in brass
candelabra, Miss Suzanne Free-
man, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Freeman of Martin, Tenn.,
became the bride of William Alex-
ander Leneave III, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Leneave, on June 24, in
the Martin Methodist Church.
The double-ring ceremony was
solemnized at 4 p. m. with the lfev.
William Nance and the Rev. 0. A.
Marrs officiating.
Musleal selections were present-
ed by Mrs. Carl Parks of Dresden,
Tenn., organist, and James Bergson,
soloist.
Yellow sheaths with overdresses
of white net banded in yellow were
graceful frocks for the matron of
honor, Mrs. Hugh W. Colville Jr.,
sister of the bride, and the brides-
maids, Misses Martha Helen and
Mary Catherine Freeman, Barbara
Kay Hoffman, Jane Webb and
Sherryl Warmath.
The groom was attended by his
father as best man. William Bell,
William Akin, Ben Reading, Hugh
W. Colville Jr., and John Kirkland
served as groomsmen, and ushers
were William Lazier, Frank Tre-
vathan and William Michaelcheck.
At the reception in the church
parlor following the wedding. Mrs.
John Kirkland, Mrs. Wayne Bran-
don, Mrs. 'Terry Oliver and Miss
Marilyn Brooks, honorary brides-
maids, assisted in serving and at-
tended the guest book. Miss Jane
Miller provided background piano
music throughout the reception
hour.
When the newly married couple
departed for a Caribbean honey-
moon, Mrs. Leneave wore brilliant_
pink with harmonizing accessories.
Among the out-of-town guests at-
tending the wedding and reception,
in addition to those from Fulton,
were the bride's grandmother,
Mrs. A. J. Rucker and Misses Reba
and Eunice Oliver of Gleason,
Tenn.. Col. and Mrs. H. F. Hoff-
man, Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Kaltrei-
der, Mrs. Ken Crill, Mr. and Mrs.
D. W. Luzier and Miss Barbara
Luzier at Memphis, Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Colville Sr., of Jackson,
Term.; Misses Susan and Candace
Vaughn of Barlett, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Leneave, Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Pentecost, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Wilson of Mayfield, Mrs. C. Daug-
las Leneave and sons of Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. William Darden of
Raton, N. M., Mr. and Mrs. George
Wilson and children of Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Amami of
Dresden, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Carlyle Kirkland of Union City,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mul-
lenix, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mar-
shall and Humphrey Marshall of
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Tarrell
Webb and Mrs. Byron Tucker of
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. J. F. Hunt
of North Palm Beach, Fla., Mrs.
Thomas Akin and Mrs. Don Dur-
den of Greenfield, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Carroll of Somer-
vine.
TO VISIT SEATTLE
Mrs. Hilda Baker left Thursday
morning for Seattle, Washington,
where she will visit friends.
BACK IN FULTON
Mrs. Willette Kearney and Miss
Mary Moss Hales have returned to
Fulton, after two weeks' vacation
spent in Hot Springs and the
Ozarks.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous •mbu-
lance service with 2 staff mini.
bin on duty at all flmiss.
2). Credit on TIMA1111114141 Burial
policies.
Telephone 172-2332
The Directors, Officers and Employees of the
City National Bank take this opportunity to
say
"THANK YOU"
to our many customers who have made this
statement possible:
FULL
ERVKLE
BANK
**0
Condensed Statement Of The Condition Of
The City National Bank
FULTON KENTUCKY
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1967
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks 
 
$ 1,166,177.70
U. S. Government Bonds 
 1,878,062.50
Municipal Bonds & Securities 
 
587,263.62
Loans and Discounts 
 2,685,168.55
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank 
 9,000.00
Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures & Parking Lot 74,851.92
Other Assets 40.00
TOTAL $ 6,400,564.29
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock 
Surplus 
Undivided Profit 
Unearned Interest 
Reserves
DEPOSITS
120,000.00
180,000.00
239,981.22
69,568.82
72,518.77
5,718,495.48
TOTAL $ 6,400,564.29
We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
MEMBER F. D. L C.
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ANNIVERSARY PARADE—This float representing
historic Fort Logan was entered by Stanford in the
parade commemorating Kentucky's 175th Anniver•
sary June 1 at Danville. The float's historical theme
was derived from Logan's fort at Stanford. In 1792
when Kentucky became the 15th state, Stanford was
known as St Asaph. Despite inclement weather, some
3,000 people turned out to view the parade and take
part in the day-long celebration.
Looking For Summer Entertainment?
State Amphitheatres Offer Variety
All the amphitheatres in Ken-
tucky State Parks now have sum-
mer theatrical prIxtuctions since
the recent opening of plays at
Jenny Wiley and Kenlake State
Parks.
The Jenny Wiley Drama Associa-
tion is presenting "Plays of the
People-A Summer of Folk Music
and Drama," at the amphitheatre
in Prestonsburg.
Each Thursday, Friday. Saturday
DEATHS
Jess Dalton Moss
Jess Dalton Mass died in John
(;aston Hospital at Memphis on
Friday, June 30, following a sev-
;Tal months illness. He was a farm-
er resident of Water Valley.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day, July 2, in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel with Rev. M. K. Har-
ris, minister of the Shady Grove
Methodist Church, officiating.
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant Ceme-
tery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. min.
nie Hart Moss; one daughter, Lucy
Jane Moss, of Memphis; one sis-
ter, Mrs. Pauline Owen of Cayce;
one brother. Fred Moss of Union
City, and several nieces and
nephews.
John Ladd
John L. Ladd died Tuesday
morning, July 4, in the Fulton Hos-
pital.
Funeral services were held
Thursday, July 6, in Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home chapel at
Clinton, with Bro. Truman Davis
and Bro. Paul Carnahan officiating.
Burial was in Clark Cemetery.
Mr. Ladd, 82, was from Clinton.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Nancy Day Ladd; one daughter,
Mrs. John Howell, Jr., of Route 1,
Fulton; one son, Gilbert Ladd of
Water Valley, and one sister, Mrs.
Bonnie Steele of Daytona Beach,
J. W. Jones
Funeral services for J. W. Jones
will be held this (Friday) morning
at eleven o'clock in the New Salem
Missionary Baptist Church, with
Rev. Russell Rogers officiating.
Burial will be in Pinegar Cemetery.
Jackson Funeral Home of Duke-
dom is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Jones, at, died Tuesday ,af-
ternoon, July 5, in the Volunteer
General Hospital at Martin, fol-
lowing a two months illness.
He was born in Calloway Coun-
1-Y, Ky., the •son of the late James
William and Mary Ann McDaniel
Jones. He was a member of the
New Salem Missionary Baptist
Church, and was a retired mer-
chant.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. El-
mer Matheny Jones; four 9.3115,
James R. Jones of McMinnville,
Term., Hershel and Robert Jones of
Glen Ellyn, RI., and Johnny Jones
of Lisle, Ill.; four daughters, Mrs.
James Haygood of Route 5, Fulton,
Mrs. Dewey Grissom of Martin,
Mrs. Earl Hodge of Plymouth,
Mich., and Mrs. Herbert Horn of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; two sisters,
Mrs. Fay Henderson and Mrs.
Atha} Frields of Lynnville, and
several grandchildren.
and Sunday until September 3 one
of three plays—"The Legend of
Jenny Wiley," an heroic tale of
settler's and Indians; "Sing Out,
Sweet Land," a Broadway musical,
or "By Hex," a musical about the
Pennsylvania Dutch—will be pre-
sented at 8 p. m. (EST).
Tickets are $2.50 for adults and
$1.25 for students. A production
scheduir showing the nights the
plays will be performed may be ob-
tained by writing the Jenny Wiley
State Park Amphit'..eatre, Preston-
burg. Ky.
The Murray State University
Summer Theatre Company opened
recently with the first of two com-
edies to be presented at Kenlake
Amphitheatre on Kentucky Lake.
Their productions are given Fri-
day and Saturday nights at 8:30
(CDT) with their summer season
running from June 30 to September
2.
The two plays being performed
are, "My Three Angels," a com-
edy about three bad men who be-
come the good angels of a sadly
harassed household, and "George
Washington Slept Here," a comedy
about a sentimental little American
who just wants to own a piece of
land.
The performance schedule for
"My Three Angels" is July 1, 7, 8,
14 arid 15 arid August 11, 12, and
19. The schedule for "George Wash-
ington Slept Here" is July 21, 22,
and 28 (there will be no perform-
ance the 29th as the theatre will be
in use for a previous commitment)
August 25, and 26 and September
1 and 2.
Tickets for the performances are
$2 for adults and $1 for children.
For information on the productions
write: Murray State University
Summer Theatre Company, Ken-
Lake Amphitheatre, Hardin, Ky.
There are five amphitheaters lo-
cated in Kentucky State Parks. The
productions being given and their
locations, besides the ones at Jenny
Wiley and Kenlake, are: "The
Book of Job" at Pine Mountain
State Park, Pineville; "The Legend
of Daniel Boone" at Fort Harrod
State Park, Harrodsburg; and "The
Stephen Foster Story" at My Old
Kentucky Home State Park, Bards-
town. The Pioneer Playhouse, Ken-
tucky's State Theatre, is located
in Danville, but it is not within a
State park.
Big Bill's Fort
Hardinsburg, Kentucky, was es-
tablished in 1780. It originally was
a frontier fort built by Captain
William Hardin, known to the In-
dians as Big Bill.
State Dental Mobil* Units
The Kentucky Department of
Health has eight mobile dental
health units which provide dental
services for school children in areas
without those services.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR REINT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service 61 makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television
OBION COUNTY
Jo. Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
Secretary of Agriculture Orville
L. Freeman has announced a na-
tional allotment of 59.3 million
acres for the 1968 crop of wheat.
This acreage, the Secretary said,
"will produce the supply of wheat
needed to meet expected domestic
and export needs during the mar-
keting year which begins July 1,
1968". 
Narvel Seals, Chairman, Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee, points
out that the Secrelary's decision
follows widespread consultation
with farmers, the trade, congress-
men, and officials of other govern-
ment agencies. During recent
weeks, a series of 15 informal
hearings were held throughout the
wheat-producing area with farmers
and their representatives, proces-
sors, and the grain trade, and the
vast majority favored an acreage
allotment at the level announced.
The National Advisory Committee
on Grains, meeting in Washington
in May, also recommended a 1968
allotment at the same level.
In announcing the wheat allot-
ment Secretary Freeman said that
the present supply-demand outlook
indicates that 59.3 million acres
will meet needs adequately, but
this decision could be modified
later this summer if changed world
conditions should warrant, or if the
U. S. crop should deteriorate sig-
nificantly.
The national allotment of 59.3
million acres, with average weath-
er, would provide a crop of about
1.5 billion bushels—slightly less
than this year's rei-oid crop. A 1968
crop of this size would balance
with estimated domestic use of 735
million bushels and an export tar-
get of at least 750 million bushels
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during the 1968-69 marketing year.
The 1968-crop acreage is geared
to our expanding dollar export
markets as well as to domestic
wheat needs at prices attractive to
producers. At the same time, suf-
ficient production cushion is built
in to enable us, in concert with
other nations, to continue meeting
our obligations to help those coun-
tries which as yet are unable to
provide sufficient food for their
people.
"In setting the 1968 wheat acre-
age allotment at the level announc-
ed today," the Secretary said, "we
fully recognize the importance of
adequate supply to help needy peo-
ple abroad. But we are also mind
ful of the effects of production in
excess of effective demand on
farm prices and the domestic
wheat economy. We are ctetermin
ed to maintain a good balance be-
tween production and demand, and
to prevent a return to a surplus
pile-up of Wheat."
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Who reads the ads in the paper?
I don't.
So why should I advertise my
store when I don't even read the
ads myself?
Of course men don't read ads; men are strict
ly in the minority as buyers in the family. 88; c
of everything bought in the home is bought either
by the women, or the selection is influenced by
them.
Women are ALIVE each week to what's going
on SPECIAL in the stores, and that's why we read
the Fulton SHOPPER each Wednesday and the
NEWS each Thursday. To a woman, advertising is
"news" of what is able to save her money.
The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton.. . up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
singing a song of "best" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's SWINGIN' paper . . . live, newsy, wall-printed
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published midi weok by THE NEWS
WV Commoretal, Fulton.
Tourism-America's Fastest Growing, Most Profitable Industry
(Editor's Note: The following
article is reprinted from She March
17 issue of the Central City Mes-
senger in Muhlenberg County,
Kentucky.)
One of the most important ele-
ments that can contribute to the
economic growth of Kentucky com-
munities is the travel business -
one of America's fastest growing
industries. Today, some 100 mil-
lion Americans spend approxi-
.nately $26 billion a year as they
travel about the country. In fact,
during 1963, the last year for
which figures are available, it
was estimated that travelers spent
$320 million in Kentucky alone.
The significance of this rapidly
growing industry to Kentucky is
that our communities stand to
"profit" by stronger local efforts
to attract visitors and travelers.
Lake Malone State Park is
Muhlenberg's most important tour-
ist attraction with more than 150,-
000 visitors in 1965.
The visitor's dollar is earned
outside the community and spent
within it. It benefits almost every-
one in town as the money is turn-
ed over and over. It goes to res-
taurants, retail shops, service sta-
tions, automobile repair shops,
lodging places and places of en-
tainment and recreation. And, of
course, these businesses buy sup-
plies and services, thereby increas-
ing the economic benefit of the
tourist dollar.
Of even greater importance, in-
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulton 472-1341
come from visitors provides new
jobs in the community. Also, visi-
tors pay taxes. In most cases, these
taxes are a clear profit to the
community and to the state. Since
the visitor's home is elsewhere, he
is a tax contributor without being
a major tax consumer.
Quite obviously, all of our corn-
munities are not benefiting equally
today from this increasingly im-
portant source of income. Com-
munities in Kentucky located
near major scenic, historic or
recreation attractions or on heavi-
ly traveled North-South highways
have a distinct advantage when it
comes to attracting out of town
visitors. Every town, certainly,
cannot boast a Mammoth Cave ,a
Kentucky Lake or My Old Ken-
tucky Home, to mention just a few
of Kentucky's more prominent at-
tractions. However, there is no
doubt that practically every com-
munity in our state can benefit
more from the travel business if
we are willing to put forth the ef-
fort to organize local tourism de-
velopment programs.
The first logical step to be taken
by a community wishing to initiate
such a program is to organize a
visitors' council, or a visitors'
committee, to develop the policy
and strategy for a tourism develop-
ment and promotion plan based on
the community's attraction and
tourist servicing facilities.
Next, a community should take
an inventory of what the communi-
ty has to sell. It should investi-
gate natiral attractions, man
made attractions and special
events in the community. It is im-
portant that a community recog-
nize its hidden tourist assets.
While they may appear common-
place to the townspeople, they
might be highly important to the
tourist. Many a community so
close to the forest that it cannot
see its own trees will ask, "What
in the world have we to attract
the visitor?" The answer is that
there is hardly a community in
Kentucky that does not have some-
thing to lure the stranger if it will
Of all the
dreat Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
Try it. PRO-IV,
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof
Bottled-In-Bond. Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville, Kentucky.
•
"61 years old.
Really great in a pinch. Whenever you need help
...it's just natural to reach
for the phone. And call
the doctor. Or the drug
store. It's a good feeling
to know you can count
on your telephone to
help you out. No matter
how large or small the
emergency.
What else that costs
so little gives you
so much value?
Southern Bell
seek it out and promote it.
The third step is that not only
should a community seek out its
attractions, but it should at the
same time attempt to up-grade
and develop the facilities to handle
the expected visitor. Of vital im-
portance, also is to make the com-
munity a more attractive com-
munity. A pretty community to
live in is a pretty community to
visit and vice-versa. Our state's
slogans of "Make Kentucky a
cleaner, greener land," and "Ken-
tucky's beauty-everyone's duty"
are direct encouragements for all
of us to help cerate more attrac-
tive communities to live in and
visit.
The fourth and final step in a
meaningful local tourism develop-
ment program is promotion.
There is a great amount of com-
petition for the tourist's dollar
and, therefore, it is wise to use
every promotional device avail-
able. Taking into consideration a
community's budget limitations
tor tourism, promotional purposes,
such things as promotional litera-
ture, publicity, advertising and
personal sales calls can be highly
effective in getting out the word
,bout what the community has to
offer in the way of visitor attrac-
tions and facilities. And there is
no doubt that the communities
who do the best job of communi-
cating to tourists what they have
to offer will be the ones that bene-
fit most from this important
source of income.
So, here is a booming new indus-
try that can produce new dollars
and new jobs in Kentucky com-
munities. Four factors that indi-
cate a continuing expansion in the
size of the travel market are:
population growth, increased auto-
mobile ownership, increased auto-
mobile travel, and a predicted
doubling of disposable income. The
degree to which our communities
share from the economic benefits
of this industry will be directly
proportionate to the efforts put
forth in organizing and promoting
good local travel development
programs.
• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
We've had quite a bit of rain the
last week and everything is grow-
ing by leaps and bounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd visited
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Williams, of
near Union City, Tuesday of last
week.
Mrs. Bertha Yates is home now,
after spendir.g some time in a
Mayfield hospital. Use is slowly
improving.
We are sorry to hear of the ser-
ious illness of Jack Williams, who
is a patient in a Jackson hospital.
Alton Burnham, of California, is
visiting relatives in this vicinity.
He and his sister, Mrs. Deward
Wilson called co the Vodie Floyds
Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Ooltharp
were late Tuesday afternoon guests
of their aunt, Mrs. Maggie PankeY•
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire and
Mrs. Bill Matthews, of near Duke-
dom, were Saturday night guests
of Mrs. 0. F. Taylor.
Mrs. Oat-die Rhodes, Mrs. Roby
Collins and Mrs. Mary Wilson of
Water Valley, Mrs. Onie Lowry,
Mrs. Kamp Williams and Mrs. Mol-
lie Erranton of Pilot Oak, and Mrs.
Evelyn Melton of near Dukedom
were Friday afternoon visitors of
Mrs. Bertha Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Taylor visited
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Maggie
Pankey Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Ira Raines visited her sis-
ter, Mrs. Totsie Gilliam, last week.
Mrs. Raines is not feeling very
well.
Saturday afternoon guests of
Mrs. Alma Boulton were Mrs. Onie
Lowry, Mrs. Lexie Floyd and Mrs
Cassie Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Revel Moody and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Oavender call-
ed on Mrs. Maggie Parikey Satur-
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover,
of Pilot Oak, were guests in the
Dow Gilliam home in Dukedom
Tuesday night for a while.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor had Sunday
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Givens.
TV
SERVICE
REPAMS
Antennas Installed
I TELEVISION306 Main Phone 472-3643ROPER
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KENTUCKY FLY-IN VACATIONLAND-Four of
Kentucky's vacation parks operate their own airports
for "fly-in" vacationers in private planes. Nine others
are within a few minutes drive of nearby local air-
ports. When _placing reservations for overnight ac-
commodations, all resort parks will arrange transpor-
tation to and from the airports for guests.
Kentucky State Police Graduates
39 Cadets; More Recruits Sought
With the recent graduation of 39
cadets, the Kentucky State Police
are already looking for recruits
for another class.
"We must have 100 new troopers
to fill existing vacancies to keep
the State Police up to its allotted
strength," State Police Director,
Colonel James E. Bassett said.
In an attempt to encourage new
trooper recruits the Division is
giving examinations daily at the
Kentucky State Police Training
Academy in Frankfort ,and are
launching an effective campaign
eemphasizing the benefits of a law
eenforcement career.
First Sergeant Ray McCarty of
the Mayfield Post Barracks stated,
"We feel this is an excellent chance
for qualified young men to avail
themselves of a challenging career
in law enforcement as provided by
this opportunity to join the Ken-
tucky State Police."
Major benefits include a starting
salary of $376.00 per month while
• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charlie Lowe
Nice crowds attended services at
Johnson's Grove and Chapel Hill
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond and
son, Don, of Nashville, spent a few
days of last week with relatives
here and in Dyersburg.
Mrs. Bud Stem visited her broth-
er and family in Martin Sunday.
Miss Pat Tolley, of Decatursville,
Tenn., is spending the Fourth of
July holidays with Miss Pamela
Greer. They were roommates at
Martin last whiter.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Adams, of
Fulton, and little granddaughter,
Beth Binford of Jackson, visited
Mrs. C. E. Lowe Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children, of Paducah, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Stem a few days last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of
Martin, visited Mrs. C. E. Lowe
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Green visited
relatives in Clinton Sunday.
We are sorry Mrs. Virginia
Hay's stepmother, Mrs. Fronie
Giffin, is quite ill in the Fulton
Hospital.
in training school - $415.00 per
month after graduation from cadet
school - increasing to $530.00 per
month - 40 hour work week - paid
vacation - liberal pension plan -
group medical and surgical pro-
gram - free uniforms and equip-
ment - opportunity for promotion
with continuing education, and an
occupation that offers prestige, va-
riety and service to the communi-
ty.
Applications can be obtained
from your nearest State Police
Barracks.
Applicants need bring only their
birth certificate, high school diplo-
ma, transcript of high school
grades and a, report of separation
from the Armed Forces, if any.
The general requirements for an
applicant are that he must be a
high school graduate - 21 to 31
years of age - at least 5' 91/2" tall -
weight must be at least 150 pounds
and must be in excellent physical
condition, with good vision.
Non-residents of Kentucky are
urged to apply, however, upon em-
ployment certain requirements
must he met to live within the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Immediate employment will be
given to successful applicants; af-
ter graduation from cadet school
they will work in one of the 16 post
areas within the State.
FATAL FAtt
Falls rank second to motor ve-
hicle wrecks as the cause of acci-
dental deaths in Kentucky, reports
the State Department of Health.
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
Kentucky is constructing 284
miles of expressways this year, in-
cluding interstate and toll roads,
says Highway Cominissioner
Mitchell W. Tinder.
Paris For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel 
Rev, Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
II a. m. and also at the evening
service. Sunday School was at ten
o'clock with a good attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
children arrived the past week
from Akron, Ohio and are visiting
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis
of this village, also all relatives in
this area. Their visits are always
enjoyed by everyone.
The condition of Wess Jones
shows no sign of improvement at
this writing. He remains a patient
in Volunteer General Hospital, af-
ter spending a few days at home
near here the past week. His chil-
dren remain at his bedside.
Mrs. Monroe McClain has re-
turned home, after spending the
past week with her brother, Grover
True, and Mrs. True.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum and
chilcken, Gloria Ann and Hal, and
Miss Vir-ginia Hawks left early Fri-
day morning for Orlando Beach,
Fla., on vacation, to visit her dad,
Rev. T. T. Harris, and Mrs. Naomi
Tuck and son, Richard.
Rev. and Mrs. James Jones are
in our midst, visiting their father,
Wess Jones. They attended church
at New Salem Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cavender, of
St. Louis, spent a two weeks' vaca-
tion with their sister, Mrs. Hale
Williams, and Mr. Williams on
State Line Road, and all their rela-
tives 'round about this locality.
They saw many friends, and left
for their home the past Wednes-
day. Their visits here are always
delightful and everyone hopes they
could be more frequent.
Down at the Grant Bynums home
there was a celebration on Sunday,
June 25. Although Mr. Bynum's
birthday falls on the 22, the cele-
bration was held on Sunday. His
children, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis
and daughters, Sammie Jane, Liz
and Becky; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Bynum, Gloria Ann and Hal and
Miss Margarett Bynum, from this
section; from Mayfield came his
brother, Sam Bynum, and wife,
Mrs. Irene King and Mrs. Herbert
Timmons, both of whom are nieces
of the honoree on his 85th birthday.
Everyone had a wonderful time
and left wishing Mr. Bynum many
more happy returns of the day.
You will find that we busy
housewives are now gathering the
bountiful crop of nice juicy black-
berries, together with the help of
husbands. Some goes in jelly and
jam and some in the freezer. Al-
most everyone has reported to have
had fresh blackberry Pies.
Sunday, July 23, is the appointed
time for Old Bethel Missionary
Baptist homecoming, on the old
Palmersville Road, where Rev.
Howard Metier serves as pastor.
There will be worship service at
11 a. m., lunch will be served on
the grounds, and singing in the af-
ternoon. Rev. Moder and the
church invite everyone to a full
day's program.
Mrs. Rachel Reeves is visiting
here from Columbus, Ohio, with
her brothers, Richard and Huse
McGuire, and families. She will re-
turn to her home Tuesday night.
Every minute has been enjoyed
while here.
VETS AIDE COMING!
11. S. Miles, contact representa-
tive of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-
Service Men's Board will be at the
Fulton Chamber of Commerce
from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., Friday,
July 14, to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for bene-
fits due them as a result of their
military service.
Subscribe To The News
Insulation - Roofing - Storm
Doors, Windows - Awnings,
All Types of Siding including
Carports and Patio Covers
2113.year-guar•nte• Reynolds
Aluminum
TWIN CITY HOKE
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Taylor
PHONE 472-1997
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
3. Goddess
of discord
5. Mimic
8. Skills
12. Slope
13. Gloomy
14, Caution
15. Allotted
SUM
18. Porches
19, Tendencies
20, Urge
21. Discovers
22. Fares
24. Card game
25. Prefix: two
27. Appends
28. Preserve
29. Bird
31. Mother
32. Boy's name
33. Large body
of water
34. Pointless
36.- relief
37. Channels 44. Chinese
39. Glass- money
making tool 45. Neither
42. Public 46. Bulb DOWN
servants 47. Does wrong I. Epochs
2. Transported
3. Inflicted
4. Plant shoots
5. Snakes
6. Accepted
standard
7. Published
Answers on literary
form
E. Performed
9. Showers
10. Trampled
.11. Japanese
coins
la .Opens:
poetic
17. Italian river
21. Blaze
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PAGE SEVEN
Don't Peek!
48. Golf term
49. Girl's name
THE FIZZLE FAMILY
FIZZLE'S ARRIVED AT 8 12
EVERY MORNING FOR THE
PAST 20 YEARS,BOSS, BUT
HES NOT HERE YET.- AND
ITS q O'CLOCX!
PUGGY
(OUR NEWSPAPER SAYS-%
'TODAY IS 114E HOTTEST
IN TEN YEA RSI
_WeffilMegirrettalearePerx"--
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'f3UT I WONDER IF IT'S
REALLY 77-IPT F-AOT....
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22. Water
barrier
21. Asian
mountain
25. Sheep's
bleat
26. Hotel
28. Approval
29. Scandium
oxide
30. Occidental
32. Toilet
powder
33. Greek coin'
34. Induce
35. Fastens
37. Shed
38. At a
distance
39. Opening
40. Ireland
41. Existence
43. Farm tool
By H. T. Elmo
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School Teacher Pay
Going Up In Stale
Kentucky public school teachers
will receive an average pay in-
crease of $576 in 1967-68, which
will bring the statewide average
salary up to $5,768 a year.
The increase, approved by the
State Board of Education, brings
teachers' salaries within $738 of
the national average of $6,506,
closest ever, according to the De-
partment of Education.
Of the 200 school districts, Leslie
THE PARSON SPEAKS—
(Continued from page Two)
e "must be born again.''
Dear Auntie, just think of it, God
wants ta to be born unto Him as
His Children. He loves us. Christ is
the Life-bringer to the earth for
Ile is the eternal Word of Life. "He
is the light, and the light is the
life of men." "As I live because
of the Father, he who believes in
me, lives because of me . . . live
in me and I in you, and we become
one." St. Paul could say, "I now no
longer live, but it is Christ who
lives in me."
Througn unrist, God takes pos-
session of our loves. He uses our
hands and eyes and hearts with
which he forms the earth, loves the
earth and saves it. St. Paul says
that we are now the body of Christ,
that we are His members as hands
and feet and eyes. He rejoices that
we complete, "fill up," what is
wanting in Christ, that is, we al-
low Him is, accomplish Ms work
through us. He perfects and builds
the world in love by His divine
grace
-action in us. See, Auntie,
how wonderful it is!
The Scriptures tell us tha the
Church is the Body of Chi ist. It is
the unity of all those born of God
through Christ as the living head
that gives life to the members. The
Christ is not a group of individuals
who just happen to believe the
same things. It is the living pres-
ence of Christ in the world today.
It is that by which he acts in his-
tory this very day. For those who
are born unto God of Water and the
Holy Spirit, the Church is their
membership in the very body of
Christ. They are one in Him.
What love for one another we
must have! What hope for good in
Christ we can accomplish! What
joy and peace! We have the water
that Christ has given that wells up
unto life everlasting, in which we
have been born unto God as his
very own Children.
Loving Nephew,
Churchmouse
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1164
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
County will receive the lowest
average pay of $4,637, while the
highest average pay, $7,482, will go
to Fort Thomas teachers.
Education Department officials
attributed the relatively wide
range of average salaries to lack
of supplemental money at the local
level. But they noted that the Min-
imum Foundation program guar-
antees a minimum salary.
Teachers' pay was the largest
single item in the $267.8 million
budget approved by the Board.
The state's 29,003 teachers, up 307
from last year, will draw $166.7
million.
Other items include $43.6 million
for current expenses, $13.6 million
fur transportation, and $13.6 mil-
lion for construction.
Summer schools will be under
tighter regulations because of the
growing number, the Board said.
These include: a qualified principal
rather than a teacher at the head,
no more than 30 students to a class
and library and guidance services
to meet standards of the regular
term.
The Board also approved a new
regulatioh to make it easier to re-
cruit superintendents and princi-
pals. It said a person lacking no
more than 15 semester-hours may
be hired as assistant superintend-
ent in event he agrees to complete
his graduate work within two
years.
An assistant principal lacking no
more than nine semester hours
may be hired, but he too must
agree to complete his graduate
work within one year.
Fellowship Class Has
Pot-Luck Supper For 23
The Fellowship Class of the
South Fulton Methodist Church en-
joyed a pot-hick suppei Friday
night, June 30, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. James Dedmon, Barbara
Street in South Fulton.
Those enjoying the fellowship
and meal together were: Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Kelly, Lynn, Ladd and
Leslie; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bar-
ber, Janice and Renee': Rev. arid
Mrs. Danny Underwood, Sherri
and Dee Ann; Mrs. Ed Halley,
Michael and Dana; Mrs. Louis
Jones, Ann and Bob, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Dechnon, Alan and
Kyle.
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Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS pho„, 235.2293
Phone 472-1851 Oreeone8d. Tenn-
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. Leon Penick, Pastor
WATER VALLEY BAPTIST CHURCH WATER VALLEY, KY.
The Water Valley Baptist Church was organized in the year
1868. For almost a century it has stood for and earnestly "con-
tended for the faith Once delivered unto the saints".
The church now worships in a 'building -located on highway
1283 just one block west of highway 45. The building was former-
ly located near the I. C. railroad tracks just north of where the
Bank of Water Valley and the U. S. Post Office now stand.
Since the above picture of the church was made, extensive re-
modeling has been under way and is almost completed at the pres-
ent time. The vestibule has been enlarged, all new furniture in the
sanctuary and brick veneering has been completed on the exter-
ior.
The oddest living members of the church are two brothers,
Vodie and Ecid Rhodes and their sister, Mrs. Mlle Morgan, all of
Water Valley, Mrs. Morgan united with the church and was
baptized in 1896. Though she and her brothers are well up in
years, they all attend church services faithfully.
Sunday School and preaching services are conducted by the
church each Sunday morning and preaching services are held
each Sunday evening. Each Wednesday evening is given to prayer
and Bible study. The church provides a place for every member
of the family, regardless of age. The congregation is made up 01
people of all ages.
The Water Valley Church is known particularly for itssound
ness in Bible doctrine. It is also recognized for its good choral asse.
congregational singing.
The present pastor, Reverend Leon Penick, is a native of Mar-
tin, Tennessee. He came to Water Valley the last of November
1965 from an eight year pastorate with the Fairview Baptis:
Church, Paris, Tennessee. However, a Kentucky pastorate is no:
new to Brother Penick. He served as pastor of the Cuba Baptis;
Church, also in Graves County, in 1955-56 and 57.
This pastor and church sincerely invite you to attend our ser
vices; worship and Study with us, and to pray for us as we en
deavor to lift up Him who said, "If I be lifted up I will draw al,
men to me".
SCHEDULE
Sunday
Sunday School — 10:00 a. in.
Worship — 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship -7:00 p. m.
of SERVICES
Wednesday
Prayer Services — 7:30 p. us
(Photos Courtesy Gardner's Studio)
This Feature Is Published With The Hope 'Pat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
C.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 4113951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 477-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing borne. For reservation Cell 4723316
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479-2271
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Ashland Golf Tourney Will Bring
Some Surprises, Chairman Says
There are going to be some sur-
prised men when 120 top women
golfers from 25 states play July 10-
15 in the Women's Western Golf
Association Championship at Ash-
land, Kentucky.
That's the prediction of Mrs.
Nancy Weaver, co-chairman of the
WWGA event and former women's
champion of Ashland'e tough Belle-
fonte Country Club course, site of
the tournament. She pointedly dis-
agrees with skeptical men golfers
Who doubt there will be many, if
any, sub-par rounds.
"These ladies are among the na-
tion's best amateur golfers," Mrs.
Weaver explains. "I believe they
consistently will be on the greens
in regulation and putting for bird-
EDC Service
Centers Open In
Obion County
A Neighborhood Service Center
and two sub-centers are now open
in Obion County to assist low in-
come families in five areas: em-
ployment, education, health, family
assistance, and agricultural infor-
mation.
The offices are administered by
the Northwest Tennessee Economic
Development Council, the local
Community Action Agency of the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
The area center is in Union City;
sub-centers are operating in Obion
and Hornbeak. The area director is
(Mrs.) Diane Parr.
Although the offices have been
open since May 15, a grand opening
will be held July 11 flow 2:00 till
3:30 p. m. to Which the public is
invited.
The Neighborhood Service Cen-
ters will seek out persons and fam-
ilies in need of services. These per-
sons will then be directed to the
proper agency to get help for their
particular need. Those in need will
be given the opportunity to help
themselves through the ironer
channels of information and ser-
vice.
"The program is designed to pro-
vide opportunities for education and
employment for all those who are
willing and eager to better them-
selves," said R. W. Brandon, Ex-
ecutive Director of the NWTEDC.
"The agency does not give away
money, food, or clothing, but mere-
'y an opportunity."
Congress set up the Office of
,economic Opportunity in August,
t964, to fight poverty. In early 1965,
'he counties of Obion, Lake, Weak-
ey, Dyer, and Henry formed an or-
eanization in this area to adminis-
er the poverty programs. The
Northwest Tennessee Economic De-
velopment Council was born in the
'all of 1966. It set up offices at the
Everett-Stewart Airport near Union
Some of the programs started by
he NWTEDC include Head Start
'or pre-school children, and the
eeighborhood Service Centers. A
eabor Department Grant entitled
eperation Mainstream has been
mplied for to provide job training
n the area of maintenance, beauti-
ication and sanitation. Several
ether programs are being studded
ind applications prepared.
les. Some of those putts are going
to drop."
Joe Mathewson, committee chair-
man for the tournament, tells how
the men feel. "The difficult part of
playing Bellefonte," he says, "is
the endless variation of slope and
roll so that no two shots ever seem
alike.1 Needless to say, men golfers
will be terribly surprised if these
ladies can beat par."
Women's par on the course is 71,
and Mrs. Weaver is the first to ad-
mit she has never seen a woman
play a sub-par round there. But,
she adds confidently, "some new
course ‘ecords will be made dur-
ing that second week of July."
Admission to the gallery costs $1,
July 10-14; $2 for the July 15 cham-
pionship fight. Play begins each
morning around 8a. m. (E. D. T.),
Help Needed For
Widow, 4 children
Help!
Do you have any old beds around
the house that you would consider
contributing to a worthy cause?
A young widow, only 20, with
four children and another on the
way, is moving next week into an
unfurnished house at Hickman and
desperately needs a bed or two,
and a baby bed.
She is a deserving case, we are
told, and a little help will go a
long way.
If you have any usable furni-
ture or bedding that you would
like to contribute, call Margaret
Adams, Public Assistance, Fulton
472-1638, or the Health Department
office at Hickman.
A NEW AGE—
(Continued Prom Page One)
Unit Trains—
TERMED "the train with a one
track mind," the unit train is a
stand-out example of how railroads
are sharpening their basic abilities
as a mass-production form of trans-
portation. The resuk: Improved
service as well as sizeable trans-
portation savings for shippers of
-such volume goods as coal, grain
and ores.
What is a unit train? A shuttle
service, it is a complete freight
train loaded with one shipment and
sent straight through to destination
without stopping at intermediate.
yards. Promptly unloaded, the
train is then routed back intact to
the same origin for another load.
Despite the fact that its cars there-
by travel half the time without
loads, unit-train services have
yielded un-precedented rolling
stock utilization and corresponding-
ly lower costs.
About one-third of all coal now
flows from mine to customer in
such solid trainloads. Savings to
the public from this railroad innova-
tion are underscored by National
Coal Policy Conference studies
showing that unit-train rate reduc-
tions and other transport efficien-
cies trimmed electric utility fuel
bills by better than $100 million a
year.
Autos Take To Trains—
ANOTHER dramatic railroad
success story with benefits to all
the nation has been written in the
development and expanding use of
huge bilevel and trilevel frame.
type cars, each capable of hauling
12 to 15 motor vehicles. This new
car replaced laborious methods of
loading four autos in a closed box-
car, resulting in faster handling at
far lower costs.
Today, few things in U. S. trans-
port are more impressive than one
of the rainbow-colored trains which
now rolls out of Detroit and other
assembly points with up to 1,800
shiny new autos—a single load that
Good Park Accommodations Still
Available; "Best Bets" Listed
Several Kentucky State Parks
still have some choice lodge room
and efficiency-cottage accomoda-
tions available, according to State
Peeks Commissioner Edward V.
Fox.
He says the best bets for these
aaccommodations are at these
parks:
Buckthorn Lake at Buckhorn;
Carter Caves near Olive Hill; Cum-
Seedling Program
A total of 186,000 pine seedlings
were distributed free this spring,
in the first year of a matching-
seedling program, in nine Eastern
Kentucky counties.
Kentucky Natural Resources
Commissioner J. 0. Mallick said
landowners received an equal
number of free seedlings for those
they purchased, making a total of
372,000 seedlings planted.
The program is sponsored by the
Department of Natural Resources'
forestry division, the Agricultural
Stabilization Service, the Soil Con-
servation Service, the University
of Kentucky Extension Service, and
the West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company, which pays for the free
seedlings.
Participating counties are Boyd,
berland Falls near Corbin; Gen-
eral Butler at Carrollton; Kenlake
near Hardin; Natural Bridge at
Slade; Pennyrile Forest near Daw-
son Springs; Pine Mountain at
Pineville, arid Rough River Dam
at Falls of Rough.
"Virtually all family-size vaca-
tion cottages have been reserved at
all parks through Labor Day," Fox
says.
Thus far this year, the Parks De-
partment's Central Reservations-
Information Office in Frankfort
has processed more than 13,500
calls arid completed almost 6,000
reservations.
More information on the remain-
ing accommodations available may
be obtained from individual parks
or the reservations office in Frank-
fort (telephone 502 =3-2326).
Greenup, Carter, Elliott, Fleming,
Lewis, Menifee, Morgan and Ro-
wan.
Mat:lick said the program is to
"enable landowners to plant pine
seedlings on idle farmland, cut-
over woodland or existing forest
property at a very small cost."
He said the program will be ex-
tended to West Kentucky next year
to include the counties of Fulton,
Hickman, Ballard, McCracken,
Carlisle, Graves, Calloway, Mar-
shall, Livingston, Crittenden, Lyon,
Caldwell, and l'ripp.
Condensed Statement of Condition
FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
at the Close of Business, Friday, June 30, 1967
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks $ 742,117.13
United States Government Securities  1,085,956.36
Municipal Bonds  379,189.10
Loans and Discounts  2,861,241.09
Bank Premises and Parking Lot  118,294.98
Furniture and Fixtures  20,432.00
Other Assets 4,637.05
TOTAL RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock $ 137,500.00
Surplus 162,500.00
Undivided Profits  277,082.61
Deposits  4,602,430.41
Officer's Checks  25,479.69
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable  6,875.00
$ 5,211,867.71
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 5,1211,867.71
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Accounts Insured Up To $15,000.00
New Computers Speed Everything
once required 300 trucks to handle quadrupling since 1e46 of railroad
by road, routes covered by Centralized Traf-
Nearly 5,000,000 new motor ve fic -
hicles a year are now taking such 
Control. 
-
long-haul trains from factories 1.0 CTC has both impirived train
dealer distributing points, resulting operating efficiency .and scheduling
in huge transportation-bill savings, dependability and sharply boosted
Since 1959, just prior to the intro- the capacity of single-track li
duction of multilevel auto-rack 
nes.
cars, the rail share of new-vehicle
shipments has increased from 8
per cent of the total to nearly HALF
at present.
New Giants Ride The Rails—
A NEW generation of huge
freight cars is going into service
today, with many especially tailor-
ed for particular shipments. These
giants are both transforming the
rail fleet and helping make possi-
ble more "incentive" rate-making
—allowing lower freight rates for
heavier loading.
The new cars include not only
long flatcars hauling two truck
trailers apiece and rackcars haul-
ing 15 automobiles but also whale-
shaped new tankers, house-size
boxcars for auto parts and canned
goods, and whopper hoppers carry-
ing 100 tons and more of grain,
flour or sugar in one load.
Reflecting size escalation, aver-
age capacity of new units is nearly
80 tens-40 per cent greater than
that of old cars being retired.
Modern Technology Fuels The
Revolution—
BREATH-TAKDIG in scope and
impact on plant, operating 'methods
and services to the public, the rail-
roads' capital improvement pro-
grams have exceeded $23 billion
over the past 20 years, with 1966
alone bringing nearly $2 billion in
modernization spending to ring up
an all-time annual record. These
mammoth outlays of private rail-
road capital have achieved these
spectacular results:
—Wholly replaced the steam-
driven Iron Horse with diesel-
electric units of rising power and
over a million new and im
—Revitalized rolling stockprowvi
il
freight cars.
—Expanded ingenious systems of
Centralized Traffic Control to over
38,000 miles of mainline routes.
—Installed dozens of push-button
freight classification yards to chan-
nel and speed the flow of freight
cans to destination.
—Strengthened tr ac k, eased
grades and registered huge strides
in the mechanization of both track
and equipment 'maintenance.
—Greatly broadened the railroad
use of such modern communica-
tions media as microwave, radio,
radar and TV.
—Applied to railroading new sys-
tems of electronic data processing,
streamlining management func -
tions and expediting service.
In Communications—
RAILROAD technology has ad-
vanced as rapidly in communica-
tions as in any other field in re-
cent years, more surely tying to-
gether all the industry's scattered
people and components into a
smooth-working entity.
Microwave transmission systems
and radio communications have
risen from a novelty a decade -ago
to The use of 6,555 stations utilizing
one or more of 208 frequencies,
5,579 land transmitters 'and 179,970
mobile transmitters. Microwave
and radio have combined to eli-
minate many pole lines along
tracks.
Closely related signal improve-
ments have been highlighted by the
Rebuilding From The Ground Up—
. .. Out of the lino
THE rising tempo of railroad
operations, sparked by heavier
loads and higher speeds, is being
accompanied by new emphasis on
the very foundatioin of railroading
—'the track assembly of steel rails
mounted on crosieies and set in
crushed-stone ballast. Intensified
action is being directed at leveling
out grades, straightening out cur-
ves, separating grade crossings and
"daylighting" close-clearance tun-
nels.
The ultimate goal is creation of
true super-rail-routes which can
handle fantastic traffic loads at
rising speeds and with new peaks
of efficiency.
New Directions in Passenger
Service—
SLEEK new designs of passenger
trains are streaking across the
U. S. transport horizon today,
promising some exciting new ap-
proaches to railroad travel.
Squeezed between the ubiquitous
automobile on the one hand and
high-speed aircraft on the other,
the passenger train has experienc-
ed a steady fall-off in volume. Rail
travel is currently one-sixth of the
record level attained in World War
II. Overall financial 'losses on the
service now approximate $400 mil-
lion a year.
These developments have spurred
a top-to-bottom overhaul among
the U. S. railroads furnishing pas-
senger service. The objective: To
pin down routes and services of
genuine public need and to channel
available railroads resources into
these areas, at the same time trim-
ming away the deadwood of little-
used and badly losing trains.
Where do train services have
most promise for future expansion?
Vital to the answer are estimates
that it takes 10 to 20 lanes of ex-
press highways to move as many
people in automobiles as can be
handled on ONE track of a double. 
trackrailway. Equally important,
rail lines can go underground, leav-
ing valuable surface areas free for
other development. Nor does rail
transit require vast downtown
areas to be set aside for parking.
Expert opinion, accordingly, ap-
pears to agree that trains have a
future • . •
—In and around our increasingly
congested big cities,
—Probably in high-speed service
along America's new "strip cities"
—the long urbanized corridors be-
ing created by population explo-
sion.
—On particular scenic routes
where enough long-haul travelers
might continue to want to take the
time to relax and enjoy the coun-
tryside.
Such future directions may well
turn on the outcome of the coopera-
tive railroad-government demon-
stration programs for high-speed
trains in the Northeast Corridor
stretching from the Nation's Cap-
ital to Boston. Another hopeful de-
velopment lies in a gathering pub-
lic awareness that remedial action
must ate° be taken on the compe-
titive problems created by unequal
covernment treatment of the var-
New, Giant Grain ki.opo
Now. Giant
bous carriers.
The Modern Merger Movement—
Coming to grips with the prob-
lems posed by this cumbersome rail
system, most U. S. lines have been
engaged for the part decade in
merger proceedings that could
eventually create an ettractive
new streamlined sh Er the pres-
ent 76 major companies and many
other lines. The ultimate objective:
A smaller number of high-perform-
ance systems with sharply reduced
operating costs and expedited
through-train movements.
First Partner Of Defense—
AIRPOWER, seapower, firepow-
er—all rest squarely on TRAIN-
power—on the growing progress of
America's first partner of defense
—its railroads.
One measure of the railroads'
traditional defense transport contri-
bution is their superior economy
in the use of national resources—
crucial when these must be devoted
Boxcars
to a fight for survival. Fer ex-
ample:
—Railroade move 3 times as
much freight traffic per gallon of
fuel as big trucks and 80 Limes as
much as cargo airlinee
—In terms of manpower, rail-
roads handle more tt in 7 times as
much freight traffic per employee
as truckers and 21 times as much
as airlines.
Another measure lies in rail ex-
pansion capabilities without com-
mensurate expansion of plant and
other resources. By the peak year
of World War II, railroads had dou-
bled their freight traffic load and
quadrupled their passenger volume
over pre-war levels.
The "hot line" between the Presi-
dent and Pentagon leaders is today
matched by a ready-line between
military and railroad officials, al-
lowing the carriers to respond
promptly and effectively to any
military demands or whatever
emergencies the nation faces.
New, Giant Tankers
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Ashland Golf Tourney Will Bring
Some Surprises, Chairman Says
There are going to be some sur-
prised men when 120 lop women
golfers from 25 states play July 10-
15 in the Women's Western Golf
Association Championship at Ash-
land, Kentucky.
That's the prediction of Mrs.
Nancy Weaver, co-chairman of the
WWGA event and former women's
champion of Ashland's tough Belle-
fonte Country Club course, site of
the tournament. She pointedly dis-
agrees with skeptical men golfers
who doubt there will be many, if
any, sub-par rounds.
"These ladies are among the na-
tion's best amateur golfers," Mrs.
Weaver explains. "I believe they
consistently will be on the greens
in regulation and putting for bird-
A Neighborhood Service Center
and two sub-centers are now open
in ()hien County to assist low in-
come families in five areas: em-
ployment, education, health, family
assistance, and agricultural infor-
matics).
The offices are administered by
the Northwest Tennessee Economic
Development Council, the local
Community Action Agency of the
Office ,121 Economic Opportunity.
The area 'kenter is in Union City;
sub-centers are operating in Obicat
and Hornbeak. The area director is
(Mrs.) Diane Parr.
Although the offices have been
open since May 15, a grand opening
will be held July 11 from 2:00 till
3:30 p. m. to which the public is
invited.
The Neighborhood Service Cen-
ters will seek out persons and fam-
Hies in need of services. These per-
sons will then be directed to the
proper agency to get help for their
particular need. Those in need will
be given the opportunity to help
:hernselves through the proper
Channels of information and ser-
vice.
"The program is designed to pro-
vide opportunities for education and
employment for all those who are
willing and eager to better them-
3elves," said R. W. Brandon, Ex-
ecutive Director of the NWTEDC.
"The agency does not give away
money, food, or clothing, but mere-
'y an opportunity."
Congress set up the Office of
Economic Opportunity in August,
1964, to fight poverty. In early 1965,
he counties of Obion, Lake, Weak-
ey, Dyer, and Henry formed an or-
4tanization in this area to admini-s-
er the poverty programs. The
Nforthwest Tennessee Economic De-
velopment Council was born in the
of 1966. It set up offices at the
Everett-Stewart Airport near Union
Some of the programs started by
he NWTEDC include Head Start
Or pre-school children, and the
Veighborhood Service Centers. A
'Jabor Department Grant entitled
)peration Mainstream has been
ipplied for to provide job training
n the area of maintenance, .beauti-
Ication and sanitation. Several
Aber programs are being studied
ind applications prepared.
les. Some of those putts are going
to drop."
Joe Mathewson, committee chair-
man for the tournament, tells how
the men feel. "The difficult part of
playing Bellefonte," he says, "is
the endless variation of slope and
roll so that no two shots ever seem
alike.1 Needless to say, men golfers
will be terribly surprised if these
ladies can beat par."
Women's par on the course is 71,
and Mrs. Weaver is the first to ad-
mit she has never seen a woman
play a sub-par round there. But,
she adds confidently, "some new
course records will be made dur-
ing that second week of July."
Admission to the gallery costs $1,
July 10-14; $2 for the July 15 cham-
pionship fight. Play begins each
morning around 8 a. m. (E. D. T.).
Help Needed For
Widow, 4 children
Help!
Do you have any old beds around
the house that you would consider
contributing to a w3rthy cause?
A young widow, only 20, with
four children and another on the
way, is moving next week into an
unfurnished house at Hickman and
desperately needs a bed or two,
and a baby bed.
She is a deserving case, we are
told, and a little help will go a
long way.
If you have any usable furni-
ture or bedding that you would
like to contribute, call Margaret
Adams, Public Assistance, Fulton
472-1638, or the Health Department
office at Hickman.
A NEW AGE—
(Continued Preen Page One)
Unit Trains—
TERMED "the train with a one-
track mind," the unit train is a
stand-out example of how railroads
are sharpening their basic abilities
as a mass-production form of trans-
portation. The resuk: Improved
service as well as sizeable trans-
portation savings for shippers of
such volume goods as coal, grain
and ores.
What is a unit train? A shuttle
service, it is a complete freight
train loaded with one shipment and
sent straight through to destination
without stopping at intermediate
yards. Promptly unloaded, the
train Ls then routed back intact to
the same origin for another load.
Despite the fact that its cars there-
by travel half the time without
loads, unit-train services have
yielded un-precedented rolling
stock utilization and corresponding-
ly lower costs.
About one-third of all coal now
flows from mine to customer in
such solid trainloads. Savings to
the public from this railroad innova-
tion are underscored by National
Coal Policy Conference studies
showing that unit-train rate reduc-
tions and other transport efficien-
cies trimmed electric utility fuel
bills by better than $100 million a
year.
Autos Take To Trains—
ANOTHER dramatic railroad
success story with benefits to all
the nation has been written in the
development and expanding use of
huge .bilevel and trilevel frame-
type cars, each capable of hauling
12 to 15 motor vehicles. This new
car replaced laborious methods of
loading four autos in a closed box-
car, resulting in faster handling at
far lower costs.
Today, few things in U. S. trans-
port are more impressive than one
of the rainbow-colored trains which
now rolls out of Detroit and other
assembly points with up to 1,800
shiny new autos o single load that
Good Park Accommodations Still
Available; "Best Bets" Listed
Several Kentucky State Parks
still have some choice lodge room
and efficiency-cottage accomoda-
lions available, according to State
Parks Commissioner Edward V.
Fox.
He says the best bets for these
aaccommodations are at these
parks:
Buckhorn Lake at Buckhorn;
Carter Caves near Olive Hill; Cum-
Seedling Program
A total of 186,000 pine seedlings
were distributed free this spring,
in the first year of a matching-
seedling program, in nine Eastern
Kentucky counties.
Kentucky Natural Resources
Commissioner J. 0. Matlick said
landowners received an equal
number of free seedlings for those
they purchased, making a total of
372,000 seedlings planted.
The program is sponsored by the
Department of Natural Resources'
forestry division, the Agricultural
Stabilization Service, the Soil Con-
servation Service, the University
of Kentucky Extension Service, and
the West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Company, which pays for the free
seedlings.
Participating counties are Boyd,
berland Falls near Corbin; Gen-
eral Butler at Carrollton; Kenlake
near Hardin; Natural Bridge at
Slade; Permyrile Forest near Daw-
son Springs; Pine Mountain at
Pineville, and Rough River Dam
at Falls of Rough.
"Virtually all family-size vaca-
tion cottages have been reserved at
all parks through Labor Day," Fox
says.
Thus far this year, the Parks De-
partment's Central Reservations. 
InformationOffice in Frankfort
has processed more than 13,500
calls and completed almost 6,000
reservations.
More information on the remain-
ing accommodations available may
be obtained from individual parks
or the reservations office in Frank-
fort (telephone 502 223-2326).
Greernip, Carter, Elliott, Fleming,
Lewis, Menifee, Morgan and Ro-
wan.
Matlick said the program is to
"enable landowners to plant pine
seedlings on idle farmland, cut-
over woodland or existing forest
property at a very small cost."
He said the program will be ex-
tended to West Kentucky next year
to include the counties of .Fulton,
Hickman, Ballard, McCracken,
Carlisle, Graves, Calloway, Mar-
shall, Livingston, Crittenden, Lyon.
Caldwell, and Tripp.
Condensed Statement of Condition
FULTON BANK
Fulton, Kentucky
at the Close of Business, Friday, June 30, 1967
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks 
United States Government Securities 
Municipal Bonds 
Loans and Discounts 
Bank Premises and Parking Lot 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Other Assets 
$ 742,117.13
1,085,956.36
379,189.10
2,861,241.09
118,294.98
20,432.00
4,637.05
TOTAL RESOURCES $ 5,211,867.71
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock $ 137,500.00
Surplus 
 162,500.00
Undivided Profits 
 277,082.61
Deposits 
 4,602,430.41
Officer's Checks 
 25,479.69
Dividend Declared, Not Yet Payable  6,875.00
TOTAL VABILITIES $ 5,211,867.71
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Accounts Insured Up To $15,000.00
New
once required 300 trucks to handle
by road.
Nearly 5,000,000 new motor ve-
hicles a year are now taking such
long-haul trains from factories to
dealer distributing points, cesulting
in huge transportation-bill savings.
Since 1959, just prior to the intro-
duction of multilevel auto-rack
cars, the rail share of new-vehicle
shipments has increased from 8
per cent of the total to nearly HALF
at present.
New Giants Ride 'The Rails—
A NEW generation of huge
freight cars is going into service
today, with many especially tailor-
ed for particular shipments. These
giants are both transforming the
rail fleet and helping make possi-
ble more "incentive" rate-making
—allowing lower freight rates for
heavier loading.
The new cars include not only
long flatcars hauling two truck
trailers apiece and rackcars haul-
ing 15 automobiles but also whale-
shaped new tankers, house-size
boxcars for auto parts and canned
goods, and whopper hoppers carry-
ing 100 tons and more of grain,
flour or sugar in one load.
Reflecting size escalation, aver-
age capacity of new units is nearly
80 tons-40 per cent greater than
that of old cars being retired.
Modern Technology Fuels The
Revolution—
BREATH-TAKING in scope and
impact on plant, operating methods
and services to the public, the rail-
roads' capital improvement pro-
grams have exceeded $23 billion
over the past 20 years. with 1966
alone bringing nearly $2 billion in
modernization spending to ring up
an all-time annual record. These
mammoth outlays of private rail-
road capital have achieved these
spectacular results:
—Wholly replaced the steam-
driven Iron Horse with diesel-
electric units of rising power and
utility.
—Revitalized rolling stock with
over a million new and improved
freight cars.
—Expanded ingenious systems of
Centralized Traffic Control to over
38,000 miles of mainline routes.
—Installed dozens of push-button
freight classification yards to chan-
nel and speed the flow of freight
cars to destination.
—Strengthened trac k, eased
grades and registered huge strides
in the mechanization of both track
and equipment maintenance.
—Greatly 'broadened the railroad
use of such modern communica-
tions media as microwave, radio,
radar and TV.
—Applied to railroading-new sys-
tems of electronic data processing,
streamlining management— func-
tions and expediting service.—
In Communications—
RAILROAD technology has ad-
vanced as rapidly in communica-
tions as in any other field in re-
cent years, more surely tying to-
gether all the industry's scattered
people and components into a
smooth
-working entity.
Microwave transmission systems
and radio communications have
risen from a novelty a decade ago
to the use of 6,555 stallions utilizing
one or More of 208 frequencies,
5,579 land transmitters rand 179,970
mobile transmAters. Microwave
and radio have combined to eli-
minate many pole lines along
tracks.
Closely related signal improve-
ments have been highlighted by the
Computers Speed Everything
quadrupling since 1946 of railroad
routes covered by Centralized Traf-
fic Control.
CTC has both impidveci train
operating efficiency and scheduling
dependability and sharply boosted
the capacity of single-track lines.
Rebuilding From The Ground Up-
-. Out of the line
THE rising tempo of railroad
operations, sparked by heavier
loads and higher speeds, is being
accompanied by new emphasis on
the very foundation of railroading
—the track assembly of steel rails
mounted on crossties and set in
crushed-stone ballast. Intensified
action is being directed at leveling
out grades, straightening out cur-
ves, separating grade crossings and
"dayiighting" close-clearance tun-
nels.
The ultimate goal is creation of
true super-rail-routes which can
handle fantastic traffic loads at
rising speeds and with new peaks
of efficiency.
New Directions In Passenger
Service—
SLEEK new designs of passenger
trains are streaking across the
U. S. transport horizon today,
promising some exciting new ap-
proaches to railroad travel.
Squeezed between the ubiquitous
automobile on the one hand and
high-speed aircraft on the other,
the passenger train has experienc-
ed a steady fall-off in volume. Rail
travel is currently one-sixth of the
record level attained in World War
H. Overall financial losses on the
service now approximate $400 mil-
lion a year.
These developments have spurred
a top-to-bottom overhaul among
the U. S. railroads furnishing pas-
senger service. The objective: Ti)
pin down routes and services of
genuine public need and to channel
available railroads resources into
these areas, at the same time trim-
ming away the deadwood of little-
used and badly losing trains.
Where do train services have
most promise for future expansion?
Vital to the answer are estimates
that it takes 10 to 20 lanes of ex-
press highways to move as many
people in automobqes as can be
handled on ONE track of a double -
track railway. Equally important,
rail lines can go underground, leav-
ing valuable surface areas free for
other development. Nor does rail
transit require vast downtown
areas to be set aside for parking.
Expert opinion, accordingly, ap-
pears to agree that trains have a
future . .
—In and around our increasingly
congested big cities.
—Probably in -high-speed service
along America's new "strip cities"
—the long urbanized corridors be-
ing created by population explo-
sion.
—On particular scenic routes
Where enough long-haul travelers
might continue to want to take the
time to relax and enjoy the coun-
tryside.
Such future directions may well
turn on the outcome of the coopera-
tive railroad-government demon-
stration programs for high-speed
trains in the Northeast Corridor
stretching from the Nation's Cap-
ital to Boston. Another hopeful de-
velopment lies in a gathering pub-
lic awareness that remedial action
must also be taken on the compe-
titive problems created by unequal
government treatment of the var-
New, Giant Grain PI
Now, Giant Boxcars
ious carriers.
The Modern Merger Movement—
Coming to grips with the prob-
lems posed by this cumbersome rail
system, most U. S. lines have been
engaged for the decade in
merger proceedings that could
eventually create an attractive
new streamlined sh 1. the pres-
ent 76 major companies and many
other lines. The ultimate objective:
A smaller number of high-perform-
ance systems with sharply reduced
operating costs and expedited
through-train movements.
First Partner Of Defense—
AIRPOWER, seapower, firepow-
er—all rest squarely on TRAIN-
power—on the growing progress of
America's first partner of defense
—its railroads.
One measure of the railroads'
traditional defense transport contri-
bution is their superior economy
in the use of national resources—
crucial when these must be devoted
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to a fight for survival. F...r ex-
ample
—Railroads move 3 times as
much freight traffic per gallon of
fuel as big trucks and 80 times as
much as cargo airlines
—In terms of manpower, rail-
roads handle more tt in 7 times as
much freight traffic per employee
as truckers and 21 times as much
as airlines.
Another measure lies in rail ex-
pansion capabilities without com-
mensurate expansion of plant and
other resources. By the peak year
of World War II, railroads had dou-
bled their freight traffic load and
quadrupled their passenger volume
over pre-war levels.
The "hot hoe" between the Presi-
dent and Pentagon leaders is today
matched by a ready-line between
military and railroad officials, al-
lowing the carriers to respond
promptly and effectively to any
military demands or what?ver
emergencies the nation faces
New, Giant Tankers
WIN
vr11000
NEW
Books!
NEW
Gamesi
NEW
Slips!
NEW
Prises!
GET YOUR NEW
GAME BOOK TODAY!
CLIP THESE EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN
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A FEW Of The MANY RECENT WINNERS
Oma Williams Dessie Robey
Mrs. Hays Byron Mrs. Art Rudd
Wesley Jackson James Olds
Harold Grissom Oscar Finch
Ida Hutchenson
Laverne Kerney
Mrs. James Campbell
Lady W. Craddock
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THE FATHER OF BELIEVERS
"Abraham believed God and it
was counted unto him for righteous-
ness" (Rom. 4:3).
Has it ever occurred to you that
the most loved, the most honored,
the most respected person of history
Is not Christ. but Abraham. Christ
ought to be, but Abraham is. Be-
sides the millions of professing
Christians there are untold other
millions of Jews and Mohammedans
who speak with reverance of "our
father Abraham."
Clearly this is why God used this
malt to show us how to be saved
and justified before a holy God. As
Paul is God's great example of
grace, so Abraham is God's great
example of faith saving faith.
"If Abraham were justified by
works." says Rom. 4:2. he has some-
thing to boast about but not be-
fore God, who sees and knows all.
OUTDOOR COOKOUT
BAR-B-0 GRILLS
24" Model Adjustable
Without Hood
4" Model Adjustable wit
Hood & Electric Motor
Used Cars
1966 PONTIAC GTO 2-door
hardtop, bucket seats, con-
sole, automatic, large en-
gine, new set of redline
tires; air-conditioned, pow-
•r steering; Wipe with a
black vinyl top. Local car
traded in on new Buick;
Ky tags.
1966 CHEVELLE SS 3%, 4.
speed, bucket seats, con.
sole, new tires, bronze
with black vinyl top; Ky
tags, local car; 13,000
miles; real sharp.
1966 CHEVELLE 4-door sed•ia
VI, automatic, white, Tenn
car; trade-in on new Cho-
1966 CHEVY II Nova. 2-door,
hardtop, white out, red
trim inside. 6-cylinder,
straight shift, good driv.
ins, economical car. New
flees.
1946 PONTIAC GTO 4-speed,
bucket seats, green. Trade
In on new Chevi'lle. Ten.
nesse"; title.
1965 CHEVELLE Malibu con.
v•rtible, 4-speed, VS. ma.
roon in color; Tenn. title.
1945 Corvair Monza Cony. 4-
speed, red and rid Inside/
new car trade-in
1944 CHEVROLET Beloit: 6-cyl,
straight shift, white with
aqua top. Ky. tags; traded
in on new Chicon*.
1963 Fairlane 500, 4-door se-
dan, V-8, Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1963 BUICK LeSabre, 4-door,
hard
-top, power steering,
power brakes, automatic,
blue and white. On• owner,
Kentucky car. We sold it
new, trade-in on 67 Wild-
cat.
1961 CHEVROLET 6-cyl,
straight shift, 4-door, Ky.
tags; traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1941 CHEVROLET 6-cyl
straight shift, 2-door se.
den. Traded in on new
Chevrolet.
1961 OLDSMOBILE power and
air, Gray, New car trade-
in. Ky. tags.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466
But Abraham was justified. How?
"What saith the Scripture? Abra-
ham believed God and IT WAS
COUNTED TO HIM FOR RIGH-
TEOUSNESS" (Ver. 3).
God, of course, had planned sal-
vation through the redemptive work
of Christ and would and will
save anyone who simply trusts Him
and takes Him at His Word.
Since Abraham. of course, more
of God's Word has been revealed
and we now know the details of
Christ's death for sinners. If we
now take God at His Word and
simply trust Christ as Savior we
are completely justified, for salva-
tion is not; cannot be by works:
"But to him that worketh not
but believeth on Him that justifieth
the. ungodly, HIS FAITH IS
COUNTED FOR RIGHTEOUS-
NESS" (Rom. 45).
Prevention
Drive Opens
FRANKFORT — A na-
tional automobile theft preven-
tion campaign, stressing a "lock
your car" theme, will be kicked
off today at a luncheon in Louis-
ville, Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
announced Wednesday.
Public Safety Commissioner
Glenn Lovern said that the 1,805
cars stolen in Kentucky last
year represented a 6.8 per cent
increase over 1965. The per-
centage increase nationwide for
the same period was 10.
"Car theft is rapidly becoming
a major crime In the U.S.,"
Lovern said, "not only from the
standpoint of economic loss, but
from the standpoint of being the
entry into a life of crime by
youngsters."
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 BUICK, with air, local,
sharp
62 PONTIAC Catalina with air
and power; a local oar
60 FORD 4-door sedan
59 FORD 1/2-ton pickup, 6-cyl;
good condition
SS DODGE 4-door sedan
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
CAT
57 CHEVROLET 4-door sedan
VS, automatic; local car
56 FORD 1/2-ton pickup, VI,
good condition
55 CHEVROLET Vz ton Pickup
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
North bypass; Ky. side
Used Cars Buys!
66 PLYMOUTH Sports Fury.
383; power steering and
brakes; bucket seats, vinyl
roof; 25,000 miles.
65 FORD Galaxie 500 sedan--
white; vinyl interior, 22,000
miles; •xtra clean.
65 FORD LTD hardtop; load-
ed; factory air; honey-gold
with black interior, wire
wheels; power steering.
64 FORD Galaxie, blue and
white, factory air; power
steering, blue vinyl interior;
one owner car from Martin.
64 FORD Galaxist, 1-owner,
white with red interior, 289,
V8, automatic, one' owner,
clean car from Dresden.
VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulion Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylon Verdian
ALWAYS
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VOCATIONAL SCHOOL CONTRACT AWARDED—Governor Edward T.
Breathitt has announced the award of a contract to the Hartz-Kirkpatrick Con-
struction Company, Owensboro, on its bid of $1,322,131 for construction of a
State area vocational school at Bowling Green. The complex, as pictured in
this architect's drawing, will consist of six separate buildings connected with
sidewalks and plazas. Breathitt said completion is expected in about one year.
Power of Precedent
On March IS, 1963, the felony
conviction of one Clarence Gideon
was thrown out by the United
States Supreme Court. Reason: at
his trial. Gideon had not been rep-
resented by a lawyer.
The consequences were astonish-
ing. Hundreds of prisoners, already
convicted of everything from mur-
der to robbery to arson, promptly
filed appeals and won their free-
dom. Probably none of them had
ever heard of Clarence Gideon be-
fore his courtroom triumph. But
the rule that covered his case cov-
ered theirs too.
Of course, court decisions do not
always lead to such dramatic re-
sults. Yet, their influence on our
everyday life is well-nigh incal-
culable.
The display on today's news-
stand reflects yesterday's obscenity
decision. The label on today's med-
icine reflects yesterday's warranty
decision. The cost of today's vaca-
tion reflects yesterday's tax deci-
sion.
The key to this pervasive influ-
ence is the power of precedent. In
law, precedent is the means by
which the problems of the present
are measured against the experi-
ence of the past.
Suppose a court has to decide
it you were negligent in the way
If you are looking for a nice
truck, let me show you this 1/2-
ton Ford truck that I have. It is
red, with VA tiros. A good buy
t
ifor the money.
loa-Tean Alta Sales
By Franklin Now
"My vegetables always do this to me. They won't come up
until I go away on my vacation, then they all come up!"
you handled your car on a wet
pavement, or the way you swung
your golf club, or the way you
filled out a check.
The court will examine prece-
dents—that is. prior court decisions
—for guidance. The more closely
an earlier case resembles yours, the
more likely that it will persuade the
court to reach the same conclusion.
Precedents are not to be followed
blindly. But neither are they to be
lightly disregarded. As a matter of
plain justice, people in equal cir-
cumstances should get equal treat-
ment.
Furthermore, precedents lend
shape and predictability to our en-
tire legal system. Countless disputes
between individuals are settled
without a lawsuit simply because
the precedents make clear, in ad-
vance, which side would win.
So, in a very real sense, we each
have a direct personal stake in what
happens to "two other guys" in the
courtroom. We want them treated
fairly not only for their own sake
but also for ours, because—by way
of precedent—they are establishing
standards of right and wrong for
us all.
They are our stand-ins, just as
Clarence Gideon was a stand-in for
the men in jail. That is why every-
one's "day in court" is today.
Cochran Named
To Council
Franklin D. Cochran, state
representative for Obion, Weak-
ley and Lake counties, has been
appointed to a two-year term on
the 12-member Legislative Coun-
cil of the Tennessee House of
Representatives.
Speaker of the House James
D. Cummings announced the ap-
pointment of Rep. Cochran.
The Legislative Council
meets once a month while the
legislature is not in session to
study legislation referred to it
during the preceding session of
the General Assembly. The coun-
cil may propose new legislation
for the legislature's study, pro-
pose repeal of measures, and
recommend any other legislative
action it deems advisable.
Rep. Cochran, a resident of
Tlptonville, said a number of
issues will be studied by the
council and reported to the Gen-
eral Assembly when it recon-
venes in February.
Employes Of
Clothing Firms
Get Holiday
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 30 —
Mayfield's clothing workers,
numbering several thousand, will
enjoy a holiday for the next two
weeks.
The holiday for Curlee Clothing)
Co. employes began Thursday —I
while Merit and Andover cloth-
ing factories closed their doors
after working hours on Friday.
Employes of all three clothing
firms will return to their jobs
on Monday, July 17.
Of interest to Homemakers
Automobile
Collides
With Trucks
CLINTON, Ky., July 1 — An
automobile driven by Jerry Wil-
son of Jackson, Tenn., tangled
with two semi-trailer trucks
near. here Friday afternoon and
came out second best.
The accident occurred 4.8
miles north of Clinton on US 51.
Wilson was attempting to pass
a semi-trailer driven by Paul
Adams, East St. Louis, Ill., when
he saw an oncomln,q rig driven
by Nelson Gilmore, Tinley Park,
The Tennesseean attempted
to pull back into his own lane
of traffic and struck the rear of
Adams' truck. His car then skid-
ded into the opposite lane and
was struck by Gihnore's semi-
trailer.
Wilson's car was a total loss.
The semi-trailers were damaged
slightly.
Wilson suffered cuts and
bruises, but his wife was hos-
pitalized with more serious in-
juries. She was reported in fair
condition.
NO CANNERIES
LUSAKA—Zambia, a nation of
3.7 million, raises lots of vege-
tables and fruit, but in the
whole, country there is not one
canning operation.
ONLY Amanq Air-Condi-
tioners give you a full 5
Year Warranty on ALL
operating PARTS and Re-
lated LABOR.
Anana
5000 BTU ---------$119.95
Instant mountins
12000 BTU _ $199.95
18000 BTU $259.95
Whole House Cooling
EMERSON QUIET KOOL
20000 BTU $259.95
24000 BTU $299.95
Guaranteed
Let us save you some real
Money on Air-Conditioners
— NO MONEY DOWN
—3 YEARS TO PAY
Rcubsoad SalocifsCo
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
RAY'S
SANDWICH
SHOP
OPEN SUNDAY
4 p. m. • 10 p. m.
Desk Smasher
NEW DELHI, India
City Councilman Lakshmi Nara-
yan turned in a smashing per-
formance during a recent coun-
cil meeting.
Debate over whether the city
had taken adequate precautions
against smallpox got heated.
Narayan banged down on his
desk with his microphone. The
desk's wooden top splintered.
Reg. 39c Solid Color
Nylon Sheer
HEAD SCARFS
2 for 40c
Ben Franklin
202 Lalce Fulton
SHIRTS
Along With Your
1-Hour Cleaning!
1-Day Shirt Service
DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
NAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
LAUNDRY CLEANERS
MODERN COLD STORAGE
201 W. St. Line S. Fulton
Phone: 479-9079
Pit Bar-B-Que
Custdm B a rboquing
at all brews
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
FISH SANDWICHES
FRENCH FRIES
DAM -CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP
Phone 472-3657
Your Business Is Appreciated — Billy Gilbert. Mgr.
This Is Vacation Week!
— Take a vacation from home cook-
ing to eDari-Cream"meaL
— All Kinds of Sandwiches
Thick Shakes
— Delicious Sundaes
Phone-order from your car
Curb Service to your car
Picnic tables if you prefer
TWO FOR ONE SHOE SALE
BUY ONE PAIR AT THE REGULAR LOW PRICE, GET ANOTHER OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE--
1 DOES NOT INCLUDE" ENTIRE STOCK ALL SALE SHOESPLAINLY MARKED ALL SALES FINAL
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Is Loaded With USED CARS!
Peggy Lill Russell,
Clark Rudolph
Married In Dyersburg
The sanctuary of First Meth-
odist Church of Dyersburg was
the scene of a beautiful and im-
pressive wedding ceremony Sat-
urday, June 24, at three o'clock
in the afternoon when Miss Peg-
gy Lill Russell of Brownsville
and Bill Clark Rudolph of Ben-
ton, pl edged their marriage
VOWS.
The bride is the daughter of
the Rev. Henry Ewell Russell,
district superintendent of the
Brownsville District of Metho-
dist Churches, and Mrs. Russell.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Rudolph of Ben-
ton.
On the altar was a large fan-
NOW
woo.
PHONE 472-2462
Donut Shop
212 COMMERCIAL AVE
(Across from Exchange
Furniture Company)
OPEN 5 AM — 7 PM
CLOSED SUNDAYS
WE CATER TO
Organizations and Parties!
A variety of cake and glazed
dousWS made fresh daily.
PAY US A VISIT SOON!
N-2901201900100008
shaped arrangement of yellow
and white daisies flanked by tall
cathedral tapers in brass can-
dlesticks under the gold altar
cross. On either side behind the
pulpit and lectern were spiral
candelabra of wr ou ght iron
with white g lowing tapers
and fr on t ing these at an
angle were three floor stan-
dards of branched wrought iron
candelabra entwined with
huckleberry and holding white
tapers. On each side of the
steps leading to the altar were
cathedral candles in tall brass
holders, and in the choir loft
were cathedral candles. Com-
pleting the church decorations
was the prie dieu overlaid with
white satin upon which the cou-
ple knelt for the final prayer.
Preceding and during the
ceremony a program of nuptial
music was presented by Mrs.
Jimmie Brigham of Dyersburg,
organist, and Miss Rose Merl
Chapman of Covington and Joe
Gilbert of Jackson, soloists.
The bride entered the church
on the arm of her father who
took the dual role of giving her
in marriage and saying the dou-
ble ring ceremony. He was as-
sisted in officiating by the Rev.
V. H. Burnett, district superin-
tendent of the Dyersburg Dis-
trict.
Approaching the altar the
bride was wearing a gown of
pure silk peau de soie. The gown
was fashioned with a softly
rounded neckline and short petal
sleeves. The lace bodice was se-
cured in the back by miniature
buttons which joined the A-line
skirt. A full chapel train was
attached to the Empire waist at
the back by a small band of
Alencon lace matching the lace
of the bodice. Her cathedral
 AM/ 
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All Early Summer Dresses Reduced
All Sportswear Reduced
HATS 1/2 PRICE
One Lot of Blouses Reduced
Clcdtice S 300 Main St.472-3881
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Clark Rudolph
length Brussels lace veil was
obtained when the family toured
Europe. She carried a white
Bible that was given to her
mother by the Ida L. Shanntm
Bible Class of First Methodist
Church in Humboldt and carried
by her when she married in
1945. The Bible was crested with
white roses with white satin
streamers.
Mrs. Russell wore for her
daughter's wedding a striking
cage of avocado green lace. At
her shoulder she pinned a cor-
sage of cymbidium orchids.
Immediately following the cere-
mony, the bride's parents enter-
tained with a reception in Fel-
lowship Hall of the church. There
were two identical bride's tables
overlaid with imported cloths.
On each side was a five-branched
candelabrum with its epergnette
Med with all-white flowers.
Assisting with hospital itier
were Miss Gloria Bryson of Pick-
wick Dam, Mrs. Bill Hamer,
Miss Anita Allison and Miss
Suzanne Hansbrough, all of
Memphis, Miss Ann Yarbro,
Miss Nancy Nourse, Miss Pat-
sye Huey, Miss Diane Harness,
Miss Laurie Biesel, all of Dyers-
burg, Miss Joy Phillips of Savan-
nah, Miss Patti Page of Ellen-
dale Heights and Miss Nancy
Lovett of Benton.
For traveling the bride wore
a yellow pique suit featuring an
A-line skirt and tailored jacket
with a ribbed shell with small
blue and yellow printed flowers.
Her shoes were yellow leather
and patent with matching purse.
Her attire was enhanced by a
corsage of white roses.
Among the out-of-town guests
at the wedding reception and re-
hearsal party were Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Prow of Freckleton, Lan-
canshire, England, who flew to
America especially for the wed-
ding occasion.
Miss Albright
Married To
R. L. Hodges
FULTON, Ky., July 1—Miss
Linda Jane Albright of Dallas,
Texas, and Richard Lee Hodges
were married recently at Oak
Lawn Methodist Church in Dal-
las. ' -
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas I. Al-
bright of Dallas, and the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond PeWitt of FulUxi.,
Dr. Fred Edgarsofficiated at
the couple's wedding. The bride
was given in marriage by her
father, and was attended by
Miss Diane Heddon of La Jolla,
Calif. Dick Trantham of Bart-
lesville, Okla., was best man.
The bride is a graduate of
Southern Methodist University.
The groom is the son of J. F.
Hodge of Bartlesville, and Mrs.
Bob Skeen of Alachula, Fla. He
attended the University of Mi-
ami.
ON NEW FASHION, TOP QUALITY
BOYS' and GIRLS'
SPRING and SUMMER CLOTHING
For Infants Through Teens
STARTS
THURSDAY. JULY
Shop Early For Best Selections
-•••••••••=••••.....1
Sales Does Not Include]
UP TO
50% SAVINGS Union City,
T•nn.
Entire Stock ...
b All Sales Final *
New location: 211 S. 1st Street — Next door to Andrews Jewelry Store
VW.
Miss Peeples .
Will Marry
J. T. Wright Jr.
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., July
1—Mr. and Mrs. Cleo L. Peeples
of South Fulton are today an-
nouncing the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Barbara Anne, to
John Tan-ant Wright Jr. Mr.
Wright is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Tarrant Wright Sr.,
of Ridgely, Tenn.
Miss Peeples is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin, where her sorority was
Zeta Tau Alpha. For the past
year she has been employed by
the Jefferson County Board of
Education in Louisville.
Mr. Wright is a graduate of
the University of Tennessee at
Martin with a BS degree in edu-
cation. He is employed by the
Tennessee State Department of
Welfare.
Art August wedding is planned.
11
Now - Thru Sat.
BIG DOUBLE HIT
"MONDO PAZZO"
"Mondo Pazzo" starts where
Mondo Cane' left off '
Ann Margaret
Tony Franciosa
"THE SWINGER'
Sun. - Thru - Wed.
July 9 - 10 • 11 • 12
For Hire
DEADLY WEAPONS:
Richard Johnson
Elke Sommer
In
"DEADLIER THAN
THE MALE
Suggested for mature
audiancas
Fult6n, Ky.
Miss Davis
Betrothed To
Mr. Cummings
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn., July
1—Mr. and Mrs. James Davis
of Winchester, Ky., announce
the engagement of their daugh-
ter, Miss Loretta Davis, to Dar-
ryl Nelson Cummings, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lenore
Cummings of South Fulton.
The wedding will take place
in Winchester on July 22.
Miss Davis is a graduate of
Anderson High School in Win-
ston-Salem, N. C. and West
Kentucky Vocational College in
Paducah.
Mr. Cummings is a graduate
of South Fulton High School and
West Kentucky Vocational Col-
lege in Paducah. He is em-
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ployed by the Chrysler Corpora-
tion of Belvidere, Ill.
Friends of the couple are in-
vited to attend the wedding and
reception.
FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for maturis young
P•9 19
rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audlencg
(family)
"C" rating for children, unac-
companied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
which no classification is
availeble.
11 F U LT ONAI
Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.
WEDNESDAY Thru SATURDAY! (A-MY-1)
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Ice cream is just ice cream...
unless it's 4r
Pineapple Cherry
Then you know it's Quality Chekd".
And that means flavors like Pineapple
Cherry Ice Cream. Juicy chunks of pineap-
ple. Choice cherries. Both together to bring
you an exotic taste surprise.
Next time you shop, remember ... we are
the only dairy in this area authorized to carry
the Quality Chekd label. See if you don't
taste the difference.
— DISTRIBUTED BY —
Pure Milk Company j
FULTON, KY. DIAL 472-3311
Low -amp ..m...ams. -.dew .111.11. 411.111. 4411.11w 4110. 4Eals. 4111111w
CLAS
CONVALESCE?
Wheelchairs, cr
etc are for rent
SOUTIISIDE DRI
SAVE YOUR T
car drive better
alignment at Sea
Phane 472-3531 foi
just drive in.
R EC
with Slender-X
guns form. N
sOUTHSIDE DI
FOR
Used living room
Used bodroom si
Used gas ranges
Used apartment
ranres
Used refrIgzeratir
ALL STOVES
ATORS GUM
30 TO
New 9 a 12 rugs
3 Used kitchen
4 Used chifferob
Used breakfast
Used dining roei
FOR GOOD
FURNIT
Exchange
207 Comm
(On Marl
Easy Tams
HOEHN tIMINW.11.411M
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
otc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTIISIDE DRUG - 473-2282.
SAVE YOUR TIRES, make your
car drive better with expert wheel
alignment at Scates Tire Service.
l'hme 472-3531 for appointment, or
just tillVt:
REDUCEI
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
souTIISIDE DRUG
FOR SALE
Used living room suites $12.50 up
Used bedroom suites $32.50 up
Used gas ranges $32.50 up
Used apartment - size gigs
ranges $49.50 up
Used refrigerators $22.50 up
ALL STOVES AND REFRIGER-
ATORS GUARANTEED FOR
30 TO 90 DAYS
4 Used chifferobes
Used breakfast roe
Used dining room'
FOR GOOD CLEAN USED
FURNITURE SEE:
Exchange Furniture Co.
297 Commercial Avenue
(On Martin Highway)
Easy Terms - Free Delivery
HIGH PAY, SECURITY, AND
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY
IN JUST 6 WEEKS
Learn SPEEDWRITING ABC
Shorthand. Only the right train-
ing can lead you to the job of
your choice. With SPEEDWRIT-
1NG Shorthand, the only nation-
ally recognized and accepted
ABC Shorthand, you can be
ready for the job of your dreams
in only six weeks.
Open a whole new world of op-
portunity for yourself. Register
now for our classes. Start any
day.
CALL 587-7415 for free bro-
chure.
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
The Only Authorized SPEED.
WRITING School in Martin,
Tenn. 308 Poplar Si.
New 2-pirice living room
suite $75.00
Gibson refrigerate', like
new 95.00
Dinette suite 
 
$10.00
New Maple Bedstead (save 1'4
 . $40.00
Tappan gas row,   $35.00
Refrigerators, $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 71c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-she electric stove
like new, 
 $90.00
Living room suite $10.00
COTO in and browse around; w•
h•ve lots of bargains not actvor•
tisedt
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look -
ring for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee: phone 479-2651.
4rimpeiwz.V.T7z7.ed deoensers .n your •res No sen,
.na. To illualj1ld. vOsi must h•ve car,
retufNer'gr'invi:goril? lienS . 1.Citelsvoihours sreeklv tan set excanentterns More lull time. For personalinterv,ew write CONSUMER CORP°RATION OF AMERICA, 6161 EMocemobing. 5u.le I3075214 Include ICeonose /lumber.
Nice yellow free-stone
peaches. Pick your own
at $2.50 per bushel. Bring
your own container. 600
trees now ready. Located
seven miles from Fulton
on the Fulton-Unior City
/Highway. Turn right at
Drive-In Theatre.
Flippen's Peach Farm
Phone 885-2529
Magic Chef
Double Oven
Electric Range
with trade
liGuAFRDE;ORTEIPII.E1 CUSIGIIi1DNSEADOR$109.95 I $2.25 Sq. Yd.
Connell Defeats Vowell For
Ken-Tenn Golf Championship
By GRADY MeHANEY
Sun-Democrat SpOrts Editor
FULTON, Ky. - Connie Con-
nell of Mounds, Ill, sank a six-
foot putt on the second hole of a
sudden-death playoff with Jas-
per Vowel' of Fulton to win the
seventh annual Ken-Tenn Invita-
tional golf tournament here Sun-
day.
Connell and Vowell fought a
hard battle through the s.2cond
round wun one another and the
weatherman. The play was halt-
ed for approximately an hour
and a half due to rain, which
made the Fulton Country Club
course d:fficult during the final
holes of the match.
Connell and Vowell were tied
with 7ls after Saturday's round
aid fought to even-par 144 after
regulation play Sunday. Connell
led by two strokes going into the
18th hole, but missed a seven-
foot putt and registered a bogey.
Vowell parred the hole, forcing
the playoff.
Connell was one stroke up on
Vowell after the first three holes
of the round, but Vowell tied
the score on No. 4 and 5.
The rain fell before the sixth
hole could be played. Vowell
registered a double bogey while
Connell parred the hole and took
a two-stroke lead after play was
resumed.
Vowell knotted the score again
with birdies on No. 10 and 12.
Denny Peters, Dyersburg, who
was paired with Vowel! and Con-
nell, kept pressure on the lead-
ers throughout the final round
and finished in third place with
146. At the end of three holes
Sunday, the three were tied.
Peters was never in the tourna-
ment lead, but was never far
from the running.
Considering the rain and poor
playing conditions, the scores
during the tournament were
good. Par has been broken only
once in history of the tourna-
ment. Freddie Lancaster of
Mayfield won the meet in 1965
with one-under-par score.
Max McDade of Fulton, de-
fending champion, won fourth
place in the championship flight
with 148. Dave Banzlay of May-
field was fifth with 149.
First-flight medalist was Jeff
Wolfe of Mayfield with a 157.
Harvey Jeffries was runnerup
with 158.
Tom Bushart of Fulton was
second-flight medalist with a 167.
Bushart also won a special prize
in the tournament when he reg-
istered a hole-in-one on No. 7
hoe Sunday. Ray Edwards,
Mayfield was runnerup with 168.
Bobby Childress of Hickman
won third-flight medalist honors
with a 27-hole total of 132. David
McLaurin was runnerup with
136.
Leaders in each flight and
total scores:
•!:14AMPIONSHIP PLIGHTConnie Connell-144 (won plasoff)Jasper Vowell-144
Denny Peters-146
Man MeDede-1411
Dave Barclay-149
Lynn Newton- 131 (won draw
Joe Inman-151
Fred Pitte-151
Bob Burger-i54 (won drawl
Mtg.. Holton-134
Charles Hanford-156 twon draw)BM Hale-136
Charier Tyner-157 (won draw/
J. T. Hale-157
Curt Yoe...II-158
E. T. Hannan-160
FIRST FLIGHT
Jeff Wolfe-157
Harvey JeffrIee-158
John Henson-162
Waldo GoIllher-163
Evans Wilson-1114 (won drawl
Fells Gossum-164
Mike Powell-164
John Sullivan-165 (won drawl
111C0140 PLIGHT
Tom Bushart-167
ReN Edwards-168 (won drawl
l'ete Coburn-168
Jamn) Wright-168
Charles Pawauklewies-166(bon drawl
Larry Cavender-169
Mike Goesum-169
Don Wright-169
THIRD FLIGHT
Bobby Chtldress-1U 57 hole'
Da,td McLaurin-136 twon draw)
Ben F.,erette-136
Ronnie Robing- 236
A. A. Toney-136
Arch Huddleatos-137
Floyd Green Jr.-137
Gordon Fields-138
Model 2432
wide, 30" high, 12" deep $11.88
Model 3032
wide, 30" high, 12" deep__ _ $12.88
Model 3632
wide, 30" high, 12" deep____ $15.88
Model 4032
40" wide, 30" high, 12" deep_ __ _ $16.50
CONSOLE COAIiiiriELEVISION
$448 
EASY TERMS
Phone
472-1501
Damages Totaling
$12,600 Sought
In Civil Suit
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
A tractor-truck collision near
Water Valley in June, 1968, has
resulted In a civil suit filed to-
day in which James Robert
Hancock, on his own behalf and
as administrator of the estate
of J. S. Hancock, deceased,
seeks damages totaling $12,1300.
Defendants in the action are
Herschel Crittenden, Fulton, and
Melrone Chemicals, Inc., 201
Broadway, South Fulton.
Hancock contends the accident
was the result of reckless and
careless driving by Crittenden.
A jury trial Is sought.
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
RESTAURANT
ICy.
MODEL 66PT-PS-2 plastic
top porcelain sink
- Dimensions 66" wide
36" high, 25" deep
- Two drawers on nylon
slides
- Onc shelf
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REELFOOT U.S CHOICE
ROUND
TEAK
CORN FED
HAND PICKED
LB.790
TENDERATED CENTER SLICES
SMOKED HAM
FINE FOR SEASONING
FAT BACK
COUNTRY
BACON
LB. 
U.S. CHOICE HEEL OF99( ROUND ROAST
U.S. CHOICE BONE 1r4
LB. 29( RUMP ROAST
LB.
LB.
AIL-MEAT
FRANKS
69';NTER SLICES
OUNTRY HAM
69( PORK CUTLETS
LB. 59( CORN ISHHENS 18 OZ. EACH89, SCOARNIIVASLAL EGY PORK 
REELFOOT THE BIG DADDY BACON
SLICED LB. 1
BACON
PlurroV low PricesCLEARFIELD SLICEDAMERICAN
CHEESEPHILADELPHIACREAM
CHEESE 3 OZ.PKG.
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD
With an additional $5,00
•Purchase Excluding
Milk & Tobacc4Products
LIMIT 1 PLEASE
DRESSINGQ
29, APPLE CAKE1r APPLE SALAD2F0R25%,t PIMENTO SALAD
PREPARED SLAW
8 OZ.
EACH
16 OZ.
8 OZ.
16 OZ.
FROM OUR KITCHEN
49c HAM SALAD
59c BAKED BEANS
49c POTATO SALAD
39c CREAM PIES
GRADE A SMALL
EG- :',,,,„ 4 DOZ. $11
JENNIE LEE CUT 303 SIZE SHOWBOAT 300 SIZE CAN 11 OZ.
GREEN BEANS 2 F0R2 PORK & BEANS
n WALLA WALLA WHOPPER ALL GREENDAD'S
sOT BEER 1/2 GAL. j ASPARGUS CAN141/2 OZ.
SUPER VALUE 11/4 LB. LOAF
ICEQUART CREAM
FREEZER CUPS 7F0R99( CONES
4 FOR
LB.$199 BREASTLEGS & THIGHS
LB 79, GIZZARDSWINGS
BACKS2 Les. 89c NECKS
WHOLE ORHALF STICK
8 OZ.
16 OZ,
16 OZ,
EACH
45( BLUE BONNET
49c OLEO
35( LITTLE ANDY STICK
99( OLEO
FRYER PARTS
LB. 59(
LB. 39(
LB. 39(
La -29(
LB. 15i:
LB. 10(
LB. 29(
5 LBS. $1
HUNT'S NO. 2 CAN
PORK g BEANS 5 CANS$
CANII 0( 
HYDE SPATRAK RD
59( BLOCKSHARCO DEODRANT
SEALD SWEET
48 49( SYRUPMARASCH INOBOX OF
KORDITE HEAVY PLASTIC GRAPEsEALDSWEET PURE FLORA
FREEZER BAGSQui:rs 98( JUICE QT s BfFRUIT
GOLDEN RIPE
S 10(
YELLOW SUNKIST
QUASH LB' LEMONS
STOKELY'S 46 OZ SWIFT S
ORANGE JUICE 3 FOR ICE MILKWONDER TWIN PACK
POTATO
CHIPS
BAG.
6 OZ.JAR
4 OZ.
121/2 OZ.BOTTLE
25
DOG FOOD
go 3 FOR si POINTER 151/2 OZ. CAN 1
kick' CAN19(PEPPER 79(
551; FISIHSEH CH R FISH OZ.  2o49';BIRDSEYE FROZEN
LBS. $1 FRUIT SUPREME" °Z. 39(MIXED99 
HOME GROWN
n HOME GROWN
DOZ. JJC PEACHES
(PARK LANEGAL. 49 I REAM nAL.
LB.
LB.
15( 2 FOR 29(69, BFULTIOLNEPUD ARE MILK 
CUSTARD
QT.
PAW PAW
GRAPE 3
JUICE 
QTS.
•
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